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Abstract
Fluid suspended biological particles (bioparticles) flowing through a non-uniform
electric field Eext are actuated by the induced dielectrophoretic (DEP) force FDEP, known
to be dependent upon the bioparticles’ dielectric phenotypes. In this work: a 10-1000
kHz DEP actuation potential fDEP applied to a co-planar microelectrode array (MEA)
induces a FDEP, altering passing bioparticle trajectories as monitored using: (1) an optical
assay, in which the lateral bioparticle velocities ncellx are estimated from digital video; and
(2) a capacitive cytometer, in which a 1.478 GHz capacitance sensor measures the MEA
capacitance perturbations DCMEA induced by passing bioparticles, which is sensitive to
the bioparticles’ elevations hcell.

The experimentally observed and simulated ncellx

profiles of actuated polystyrene microspheres (PSS) and viable and heat shocked
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells verify that the bioparticles’ dielectric phenotypes can be
inferred from the resultant trajectories due to the balance between FDEP and the viscous
fluid drag force Fdrag.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation for Single-Cell Diagnostics
Microbiology traditionally uses bulk sample measurements averaged over many

cells to infer how individual cells interact, undergo complicated processes (such as
differentiation and gene expression), and react to environmental stimuli [Bre04]. Even
amongst colonial populations, individual cells differ in their genetic composition,
physiology, biochemistry, and behaviour [Brid00, Dav96, Elo02, Koch96, Sha00]. This
heterogeneity has significant consequences with regards to biocide and antibiotic
resistance [Bapt99, Sull99, Turn00], industrial fermentation stability and productivity
[Pow00, Schu00, Sumn02], food preservative efficacy [Arne00, Stee00, Sumn02], and
pathogen virulence [Dav00].

These traditional bulk sample measurements yield

ensemble averages over heterogeneous populations, from which it is difficult to probe
discrete and intrinsic cell properties such as viability, protein concentration, and mutant
allele possession [Wit07, Sims07, Bre04, Dav96, Sha00].

Single-cell diagnostic

techniques are characterized by a radically different approach to cellular analysis, in
which the properties of a given cell as an individual unto itself are directly probed [Bre04,
Dav96, Sha00, Wit07]. By directly studying cells as individuals, single-cell diagnostics
afford an investigation of microorganism viability beyond bulk sample resolution [Bar99,
Kell98, Roc99], the elucidation of pathogenesis mechanisms [And99, Kuo00, Str01], and
the quantification of the invasive forces and motility associated with individual cells
[Bech99, Mish98, Schm00]. Single-cell diagnostics also afford studying links between
cellular behaviour and biochemistry [Clu00, Keller99, Los99], yielding new insights into
chemical signalling pathways and the mechanisms governing coordinated multicellular
activities. Single-cell diagnostics also facilitate direct measurements of an individual
cell’s mechanical properties [Smi00, Yao02]. Furthermore, single-cell diagnostics also
facilitate studies of intracellular hydrodynamics, host-pathogen interactions, surface
redox activity, and metabolite, protein, and elemental localization [And99, Arc00, Cai02,
Past01, Pot01, Ras99].

Within applied science, single-cell diagnostics afford the
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quantification of cell population heterogeneity, and the potential to identify, characterize,
and physically separate cell subpopulations to preferentially select strains [Kats00,
Sten02].
Quantifying the heterogeneity of tumour cell populations facilitates determining
the cancerous stage of tumours and investigating the response of tumour cells to
customized drug therapies [Han07]. As an example, it is known that certain cancers
release tumour cells into blood circulation during their early stages [Rci98]. During the
micrometastasis stage of breast cancer, it is common to find 1-10 tumourous cells and an
excess of 107 red blood cells within a millilitre of blood [Wit07]. Detecting these tumour
cells affords diagnosing cancer at this early stage [Bak03, Hus88, Kahn04]. Furthermore,
the level of circulating tumour cells can be used as a patient prognosis predictor [Cri04].
In vitro stem cell expansion, necessary for generating a sufficient population for
transplantation [Campo04], is accompanied by the differentiation of daughter cell subsets,
resulting in a heterogeneous in vitro population [Fla08]. Controlling the composition of
stem cell transplants is difficult without the discrimination and isolation of in vitro cell
subpopulations afforded by single-cell diagnostics [Fla08].
The above examples clearly demonstrate the advantages of single-cell diagnostics.
However, these examples require accurate, high-throughput diagnostic devices which are
ultimate goal within the current research and development of single-cell diagnostic tools.

1.2

Conventional & Microscale Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry has been widely used for high-throughput cell-by-cell analyses of

entire populations [Sha95, Mel91, Wat91, Orm00, Yu07, Álv00, Bre04, Huh05, Yi06].
Conventional flow cytometers typically consist of hydrodynamic focusing and
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) stages [Yu07]. FACS commonly involves the
staining of samples with fluorescent dyes, preferentially labelling specific features within
individual cells, prior to injection [Sha95, Huh05]. By using dyes with different emission
spectra that preferentially stain different features, FACS affords distinguishing different
cellular features [Yu07]. Once injected, the hydrodynamic focusing stage uses a highspeed, laminar sheath fluid or air flow to tightly focus the sample stream into a detection
zone. The FACS stage then optically excites each cell, and detects the subsequently
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emitted or scattered photons. The detector output is analyzed to measure such cellular
properties as size, shape, viability, cycle phase, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) content,
and surface markers [Dav96, Viv00, Wins00, Huh05].

Modern cytometers can

simultaneously quantify as many as ten distinct features at rates as high as 25 000 cells
per second [Steink73, Roe97].

By yielding multiparameter datasets comprised of

thousands of individually probed cells, flow cytometry affords indentifying homogeneous
subpopulations within overly heterogeneous populations and facilitates investigating the
links between single-cell and multicellular culture behaviour [Dav96, Gift95, Joux00,
Sha00, Veal00].

The versatility of FACS-based flow cytometers can be furthered by

sorting cells via fluorescent characteristics and simultaneous video microscopy [Dav96,
Wiet99]. For these reasons, flow cytometry has developed into a powerful analytical tool
within cellular and molecular biology [Hard00, Boe01], disease diagnostics [Stein92,
Feni98], immunology [Gab95, Gar99], genetics [Wed01], and environmental science
[Dub00].
Conventional flow cytometers are expensive, bulky, intricate, and require regular
maintenance by skilled technicians [Huh05, Yu07]. Motivated by the demand for singlecell diagnostics, microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technologies have been
utilized to develop miniaturized microflow cytometers [Huh05, Yu07]. As microfluidic
channel dimensions are comparable with biological cells, microflow cytometers are well
suited for single-cell diagnostics [Yu07]. Moreover, MEMS technologies afford low per
unit production costs, portability, disposability, minute sample and sheath volume
requirements, low power consumption, rapid heat and mass transfer rates, parallel
systems for high-throughput analyses, on-chip electronic integration, and simplicity in
construction, operation, and maintenance to facilitate on-site measurements [Wit07,
Yu07]. Furthermore, MEMS fabrication technologies afford the integration of microflow
cytometers with other manipulation and diagnostic modules to produce laboratories-on-achip (LoC) and micro-total-analysis-systems (mTAS) capable of implementing complete
diagnostic sessions within a single microchip [Huh05, Yi06].
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1.3

Electrical Impedance Based Detection within Flow Cytometry
As an alternative to FACS, some flow cytometers detect cells using a Coulter

counter scheme in which particles suspended in electrically conducting fluid flow past
electrodes defining a detection zone, inducing transient pulses within the monitored interelectrode resistance [Cou56, Koch99, Yu07]. The Coulter counter principle assumes that
the particle has an infinite resistance, which is true even for conducting particles as the
interfacial polarization prevents conduction current from flowing through the said particle
[Koch99]. Under this assumption, the inter-electrode resistance pulse becomes a measure
of the detected particle’s cross-sectional area [Koch99]. As such, the inter-electrode
resistance is utilized to both count and size detected particles. As a Coulter counter is
entirely comprised of electrodes, it is far easier to fabricate and integrate miniaturized
micro-Coulter counters than miniaturized FACS systems. However, Coulter counters
require a lower density of cells than FACS, to ensure that multiple cells do not
simultaneously occupy the detection zone. Rodriguez-Trujillo et al. present a microCoulter counter which hydrodynamically focuses latex beads flowing past electrodes
energized with a 1 MHz sinusoidal potential [Rodr07]. This micro-Coulter counter was
able to detect and size 20 mm diameter beads with a throughput of 20 beads per second.
Cheung et al. present a microflow cytometer that uses dielectrophoretic forces to focus
the flow of polystyrene beads into the detection zone of electrodes energized with a 1.7
MHz potential [Che04].

This micro-Coulter counter was able to detect 4.3-6.0 mm

diameter beads with a throughput of 100 beads per second. Wood et al. present a 100
MHz radio frequency (RF) micro-Coulter counter in which a reflectometer integrated onchip with a microfluidic system monitors sensing electrode reflectance [Wood07]. This
RF micro-Coulter counter was able to detect and size 4-9 mm diameter polystyrene beads
with a throughput of approximately 5000 beads per second.
The sensing potential frequency is varied within impedance spectroscopy, to
obtain an estimate of probed cell’s impedance spectrum.
microflow

cytometer

which

estimated

the

Ayliffe et al. presented a

impedance

spectrum

of

human

polymorphonuclear leukocytes and teleost fish red blood cells over a 100 Hz to 2 MHz
bandwidth [Ayl99]. Gawad et al. demonstrated a microflow cytometer that utilizes 1.72-4-

15 MHz impedance spectroscopy to distinguish between normal and ghost human
erythrocyte cell subpopulations within a heterogeneous population [Gaw01]. (Ghost cells
are cells whose cytoplasmic contents have been removed).
Capacitance cytometry measures the polarization response of dielectric particles
flowing through the electric field generated by a set of electrodes [Wit07]. Sohn et al.
present a capacitive cytometer that probes the polarization within cells, observing a linear
relationship between the DNA content of various eukaryotic cells and the transient interelectrode capacitance perturbations induced as they crossed a 1 kHz electric field
[Sohn00].

(As DNA is a highly charged macromolecule, its low-frequency (LF)

polarization response can be substantial [Taka63, Bone95, Yang95]).

Using their

capacitive cytometer, Sohn et al. quantified the DNA content of their eukaryotic cells and
analyzed the cell-cycle kinetics of a eukaryotic cell population. Sohn et al. observed 0.12 fF of noise within their capacitive sense signal.
This work presents a microflow cytometer which uses a coplanar microelectrode
array (MEA) to simultaneously actuate and detect biological particles (bioparticles)
[Rom09, Jar09, Fer09a, Fer09b, Rom08, Fer08a, Fer08b, Fer07].

This microflow

cytometer affords two independent methods for simultaneously detecting the response of
actuated bioparticles: (1) an optical assay, in which the change in the lateral velocity ncellx
of passing bioparticles is estimated from digital video of the MEA detection zone; and (2)
a capacitive cytometer, in which a capacitance sensor coupled to the MEA produces a
sense signal S proportional to the transient MEA capacitance perturbations DCMEA
induced by passing bioparticles. The coupled capacitance sensor consists of a 1.478 GHz
microwave interferometer. In this work, the optical cell assay and the capacitive
cytometer shall be used simultaneously for independent experimental confirmation.
Capacitive sensing with GHz frequencies affords several advantages over the ≤
100 MHz impedance sensing described above.

Below 200 MHz, a cell’s electrical

properties can vary greatly due to ionic currents [Gasc04], electrode polarization
[Schwan92], interfacial polarization [Gasc04], the electrical double layer [Peth79], and
large potential gradients across cellular membranes and walls [Fost89]. These LF effects
can be greatly reduced, or even eliminated, by operating above 1 GHz [Gasc04]. The
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reduction of LF effects is shown in the derivation of DCMEA as presented in Section 4.1,
and is experimental verified by the data presented in Chapters 6, 8, and 9.

1.4

Electrokinetic Actuation
In addition to detecting cells, single-cell diagnostics typically also require a means

to excite cells. For example, conventional FACS-based flow cytometers optically excite
cells [Sha95, Huh05, Yu07]. Optical methods have also been used to mechanically
actuate cells. For example, optical tweezers and fibres have been successfully used to
stretch single-cells and even identify their mechanical force constants [Liu07]. These
mechanical force constants have proven to be useful parameters within cell diagnostics.
For example, Lincoln et al. have shown that cancerous breast cells stretch up to five
times more than healthy breast cells [Linc04]. However, the same miniaturization and
on-chip integration difficulties associated with FACS are also associated with optical
actuators.
As an alternative to optical excitation, cells can be actuated using electrokinetic
techniques, in which cells are manipulated by electric fields established between
electrodes. As electrokinetic actuators usually consist entirely of electrodes, they are far
simpler to miniaturize and integrate on-chip than optical actuators. Electrorotation (ROT)
and dielectrophoresis (DEP) are the most commonly utilized electrokinetic methods, and
have been used to successfully determine if cells are viable, infected, or cancerous
[Beck94, Bra08, Gasp98].
During ROT, a rotating electric field induces a frequency-and-material-dependent
electric dipole within a dielectric particle, creating a torque as the dipole tries to align
itself with or against the field [Arno82, Misc82, Goa98, Hug03]. Goater and Pethig
utilized ROT for the real-time assessment of the viability of Cryptosporidium parvum
oocysts, with a cell rotation processing time on the order of seconds demonstrated
[Goa97]. Beyond determining cell viability (defined here in terms of the cytoplasmic
membrane’s intactness), the ROT spectrum of a cell can be used to estimate the various
cellular substructure conductivities and permittivities [Chan97]. In fact, the internal
conductivities and permittivities of viable and nonviable baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae) cells are usually estimated by using ROT in conjunction with cross-sectional
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micrographs [Asa76, Asa96, Höl90, Höl97, Hua92]. The rotation of ROT actuated cells
are usually detected optically, reintroducing the aforementioned miniaturization and onchip integration difficulties associated with optical components.
During DEP, an external, non-uniform electric field induces and exerts itself upon
an electric dipole within a dielectric particle, producing a net translational force along the
gradient of the squared electric field [Pohl78]. As a measure of a biological cell’s
frequency-and-material-dependent polarization, DEP is sensitive to inherent traits such as
surface area and charge, membrane conductivity and structure, nucleic acid content, cell
size, and the presence and conductivity of internal membrane-bound vesicles and charged
cytoplasmic macromolecules [Peth97]. DEP has been used to successfully distinguish
similar cell subpopulations, including human leukocytes [Beck94, Yang99] and T
lymphocytes [Peth02], breast cancer cells [Cri02], neurons [Pra04, Hei02], and
hematopoietic stem cells from bone marrow and peripheral blood [Tal95, Step96].
Perch-Nielsen et al. used DEP as a selective filter, holding cells within a microsystem
whilst hemoglobin and heparin were flushed out of the system [Per03]. Flanagan et al.
measured the DEP response of mouse neural stem/precursor cells and their differentiated
glia and neuron derivatives, finding that these cells have distinct dielectric properties
[Fla08]. Moreover, Flanagan et al. determined that DEP signatures distinguish neural
stem/precursor cells from different developmental ages in a fashion that predicts their
respective daughter cell differentiation preferences.

Their data shows that DEP is

sensitive to minor changes in cell phenotype and suggests that the developmental
progression of progenitor cell populations can be revealed by the cells’ dielectric
properties. Flanagan et al. further found that DEP can be used to gauge cell population
heterogeneity, providing another measure for characterizing stem cell cultures.
Two distinct approaches to the separation of homogeneous subpopulations within
an overall heterogeneous population using DEP have been demonstrated: DEP migration
(mDEP) and DEP retention (rDEP) [Hua97]. In mDEP, different cell types experience
DEP forces with opposing polarities, so that one cell type experiences a positive DEP
(pDEP) force and is attracted towards electric field maxima whilst the other cell type
experiences a negative DEP (nDEP) force and is repelled from electric field maxima. By
exploiting opposing DEP forces, mDEP achieves spatial resolution by focusing different
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cell types at different microelectrode regions [Gasc92, Wang93b, Mar94a]. In rDEP, the
DEP force competes with fluid flow forces, so that cells experiencing a strong pDEP
force are trapped at an electrode edge against the fluid flow drag, whilst other cells are
eluted by the fluid flow [Wang93b, Mar94b].
Braschler et al. developed an mDEP based device in which electrode chambers in
the left side wall of a microfluidic channel induce a DEP force at one frequency, whilst
electrode chambers located in the channel’s right side wall simultaneously induce an
opposing DEP force at a second frequency [Bra08]. The effectiveness of this device is
demonstrated by: (1) separating viable and nonviable Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells out
of a mixed population; and (2) separating healthy and infected red blood cells out of a
mixed population [Bra08]. To confirm population separation: (1) a methylene blue stain
was used which labels only nonviable S. cerevisiae cells; and (2) ethidium bromide, a
nucleic acid intercalator, was used to label only infected red blood cells [Bra08].
Huang et al. developed an rDEP based device in which DEP forces levitate cells
suspended in a microfluidic chamber with a parabolic laminar fluid velocity profile
[Hua97]. A given cell within the flow stream obtains an equilibrium height, and a
corresponding velocity, based upon the balance of DEP, gravitational, and hydrodynamic
lift forces [Hua97]. The effectiveness of the device is demonstrated by separating human
leukemia HL-60 cells from peripheral blood mononuclear cells [Hua97]. To confirm
population separation, the HL-60 cells were labelled by a Trypan blue dye prior to being
mixed with the peripheral blood cells [Hua97].
In this work, suspended bioparticles flow through a microfluidic channel past a
coplanar MEA. A 10-1000 kHz electrical potential fDEP applied to the MEA generates an
nDEP or pDEP force FDEP which actuates passing bioparticles. This DEP actuation is
essentially rDEP, as FDEP competes with the viscous fluid drag force Fdrag to yield
trajectories of time-varying elevation hcell and velocity ncell.

1.5

Thesis Overview
This work presents a microflow cytometer which uses a MEA to simultaneously

actuate and detect bioparticles [Rom09, Jar09, Fer09a, Fer09b, Rom08, Fer08a, Fer08b,
Fer07]. A pressure differential controls the flow of bioparticles through the microfluidic
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channel. A 10-1000 kHz electrical potential fDEP applied to the MEA generates a DEP
force FDEP which actuates passing bioparticles. FDEP competes with the viscous fluid
drag force Fdrag to yield trajectories of time-varying elevation hcell and velocity n cell.
The microflow cytometer affords two independent methods for simultaneously
detecting the response of actuated bioparticles: (1) an optical assay, in which the change
in the lateral velocity ncellx of passing bioparticles is estimated from digital video of the
MEA detection zone; and (2) a capacitive cytometer, in which a capacitance sensor
coupled to the MEA produces a sense signal S proportional to the transient MEA
capacitance perturbations DCMEA induced by passing bioparticles.

The coupled

capacitance sensor consists of a 1.478 GHz microwave interferometer, with narrowband
lock-in techniques employed to ensure that fDEP doesn’t influence S. Conversely, the
superimposed 1.478 GHz interrogation potential fRF is sufficiently low to ensure that its
contribution to FDEP is negligible. In this work, the optical cell assay and the capacitive
cytometer shall be used simultaneously for independent experimental confirmation.
It shall be shown that the DCMEA signature induced by a passing bioparticle is
proportional to the squared external electric field magnitude to squared fRF magnitude,
Eext2 / fRF2, along its trajectory. Finite element simulations of Eext2 / fRF2 along constant
hcell trajectories show that the shape of Eext2 / fRF2 is dependent upon hcell. As such, the
hcell associated with an experimental S signature can be estimated to within ±1 mm via
comparison with these simulated Eext2 / fRF2 plots.
As the capacitance sensor is intended to measure the DCMEA induced by passing
bioparticles, it is prudent to experimentally verify the relationship between the sensed
DCMEA and the corresponding sense signal output voltage S.

This experimental

verification is referred to as calibrating the sensor. The sensor shall be calibrated using
unactuated polystyrene microspheres (PSS), of a tightly controlled diameter, real
permittivity, and conductivity suspended in deionized water (DI H2O).

The hcell

associated with an experimentally observed S signature shall be estimated to within ±1
mm via comparison with the simulated Eext2 / fRF2 plots. As the size and electrical
parameters of the PSS are relatively invariant, the DCMEA signature of the PSS is
accurately computed using the theoretical relationship between DCMEA and Eext2 / fRF2.
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DCMEA is then compared to the experimental S signature, thereby estimating the dS/dCMEA
proportionality factor (referred to as the sensor’s overall sensitivity) which shall be used
to convert a given experimental S signature into the corresponding DCMEA signature. The
capacitive cytometer’s resolution |dCMEA| is then estimated by converting the background
root-mean-squared (RMS) noise within S into the background RMS noise within the
sensed DCMEA.
Actuated PSS suspended in a diluted methylene blue solution shall then be studied.
The initial PSS elevation, hcell0, shall be estimated by comparing S to the simulated
Eext2 / fRF2 plots. The initial and final lateral PSS velocities, ncellx0 and ncellxf, shall be
estimated from the optical assay video. A finite element simulation of the PSS trajectory,
as subjected to FDEP and Fdrag, shall be compared to the experimentally observed PSS
trajectories to verify the experimentally observed DEP spectrum.
The fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae (abbr. S. cerevisiae), known as baker’s,
brewer’s, or budding yeast, serves as the representative eukaryotic model within
microbiological studies [Phil09, Karp05]. As such, it is prudent to use viable and heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells suspended in the diluted methylene blue solution to test the
microflow cytometer’s ability to simultaneously detect and actuate biological cells.
Methylene blue preferentially stains cells whose cytoplasmic membranes have been
compromised, affording verification of cellular viability via the optical assay video. The
trajectories of actuated S. cerevisiae cells are studied in the same manner as the study of
the trajectories of actuated PSS as outlined above.
Although the capacitive sensor is implemented using bench scale electronics, it
could be miniaturized as a monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) and
integrated on-chip with the microflow cytometer. As such, this work essentially serves as
the developmental prototype of a capacitive cytometer with DEP actuation which could
be miniaturized and integrated on-chip as a laboratory-on-a-chip (LoC) or micro-totalanalysis-system (mTAS). The optical assay aspect of this microflow cytometer is merely
to provide an independent confirmation of the viability and experimental DEP response
of the actuated bioparticles. If the Clausius-Mossotti factor’s real part, Re{K}, (being the
frequency dependent factor within FDEP) could be estimated from S alone, then the
optical assay would not be required. The elimination of the optical assay components
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would facilitate the eventual miniaturization and on-chip integration of this microflow
cytometer, as optical components are difficult to miniaturize and integrate on-chip.

1.6

Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows:
·

Chapter 2 presents the fabricated microflow cytometer and the apparatus for
simultaneous operation as both an optical assay and a capacitive cytometer.

·

Chapter 3 derives the time-averaged FDEP experienced by a lossy
homogeneous dielectric sphere suspended in a lossy homogeneous dielectric
medium and subjected to a non-uniform time-harmonic external electric field.

·

Chapter 4 derives an expression for DCMEA as induced by a lossy dielectric
sphere suspended in a lossy homogeneous dielectric medium and presents the
finite element simulations which: (1) predict the trajectory of actuated
bioparticles, and (2) predict the DCMEA signatures induced by the bioparticles.

·

Chapter 5 presents the theoretical DEP spectra of PSS as used in this work.

·

Chapter 6 presents the experimental ncellx and DCMEA based analysis of a
homogeneous PSS population. A calibration of the capacitive cytometer is
included.

·

Chapter 7 models viable and heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells as equivalent
lossy homogeneous dielectric spheres, affording the application of the FDEP
and DCMEA expressions derived in Chapters 3-4. The theoretical DEP spectra
of viable and heat shocked S. cerevisiae as used in this work is also presented.

·

Chapter 8 presents the experimental ncellx and DCMEA based analysis of a
homogeneous heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell population.

·

Chapter 9 presents the experimental ncellx and DCMEA based analysis of a
homogeneous viable S. cerevisiae cell subpopulation.

·

Chapter 10 concludes this thesis, and discusses future work to be implemented.
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Chapter 2
Instrumentation & Experimental Apparatus
2.1

Microflow Cytometer Die Fabricated by Micronit
The masks used to fabricate our microflow cytometer were designed using

Cadence’s Custom IC Design Tools Virtuoso® Front to Back Design Environment (IC
5.1.41).

Microfluidic device mask designs from several Canadian universities were

collected by the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC), and then submitted to
Micronit for batch fabrication using their Sensonit Glass-Based Microfluidic Technology
with Metallization process [Mic08]. A micrograph of our microflow cytometer die as
fabricated by Micronit is presented as Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: A micrograph of our microflow cytometer die as fabricated by Micronit.
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The Sensonit fabrication process begins by first etching the 40 mm deep
microfluidic channels into the bottom side of a 1.1 mm thick Borofloat glass wafer, using
the channel mask for boundary definition. A wet isotropic etch was used to create the
channels, resulting in a 40 mm wide undercut of the drawn dimensions. Two 240 mm
wide channels were etched, connecting each fluid inlet to a fluid outlet. A 100 mm wide
cross-channel was etched between the two 240 mm wide channels, passing over the
microelectrode array (MEA) detection zone. This H-channel design was chosen so that
the fluid flow within the 100 mm wide cross-channel can be controlled as the fluid flow
differential between the two 240 mm wide channels.

Cubbies branching off of the

microfluidic cross-channel are visible within Figure 2-1. Dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces
are to restrain cells in these cubbies whilst various agents are injected into the fluid.
These cubbies have not been utilized within this thesis.
The 1.1 mm thick Borofloat glass wafer’s top was then powder-blasted to create
the fluid ports and the electrode coupling trench, using the powder-blast mask for
boundary definition. The trench is 7.992 mm x 1.7 mm at the top and 7.19 mm x 1.3 mm
at the bottom. The fluid ports have 1400 mm top and 600 mm bottom diameters.
200 nm deep trenches defining the MEA geometry were then etched into the top
side of a 0.7 mm thick Borofloat glass wafer, using the electrode mask for boundary
definition. A 20 nm thick tantalum (Ta) adhesion layer and a 180 nm thick platinum (Pt)
layer were deposited into these trenches. A micrograph of the principal MEA used for
the DEP actuation and capacitive detection of passing cells is inset within Figure 2-1. As
it spans the 100 mm wide microfluidic cross-channel, the MEA is an interdigitated
Signal-Ground-Signal (S-G-S) pattern formed by 25 mm wide microelectrodes with a 25
mm edge-to-edge spacing. These microelectrodes connect to a pair of 100 mm wide
electrodes with a 100 mm edge-to-edge separation which extend out to the die’s periphery.
These electrodes were made 100 mm wide to reduce the high frequency electrical losses
between the die’s periphery and the S-G-S pattern. At the die’s periphery, each of these
wider electrodes form a 228 mm by 300 mm contact pad, with a reduced 50 mm edge-toedge separation, within the powder blasted trench area to facilitate coupling external
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electronics with the MEA. The other electrode geometries visible in Figure 2-1 were not
utilized within this thesis.
The two Borofloat glass wafers were then fused together using a direct heat bond.
Microfluidic device fabrication was then completed by cutting the fused glass wafers to
yield each individual 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 1.8 mm die.

2.2

Bonded Microflow Cytometer Assembly
The fabricated microflow cytometer die was bonded on top of a 2.6 cm x 3.1 cm x

1.2 cm Plexiglass block (using Great Planes GPMR6047 30 min Pro Epoxy). Four 1.1
mm diameter holes, aligned with the fluid access ports, were bored into a 1.5 cm x 1.0 cm
x 1.1 cm Plexiglass block that was bonded on top of the microflow cytometer die. The
microfluidic cross-channel and electrode coupling trench were not obscured by Plexiglass,
facilitating the optical monitoring of the microfluidic cross-channel and the coupling of
the electrodes to external electronics. Polyethylene tubing with a 300 mm inner and a
1.09 mm outer diameter was then inserted and bonded into the bored holes. Syringe
needles (BD 27½ gauge PrecisionGlide) were then partially inserted and bonded into the
tubes connected to the uppermost fluid access ports of Figure 2-1. The uppermost ports
were chosen as the inlets to allow the injected cells more time to settle before reaching
the cross-channel. Prior to inserting and bonding the needles, the closed ends of the
needle caps were cut off, and the open-ended caps were placed over the tubing. After
inserting and bonding the needles, the needle caps were bonded onto the needle nozzles,
to mechanically protect the tubing and the needles. Fluid injection can now be achieved
by connecting disposable syringes (BD 3 mL Slip Tip) to the bonded needle nozzles. The
complete bonded assembly is presented as Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: The complete microflow cytometer assembly to facilitate fluid injection,
optical cross-channel monitoring, and electrode coupling.

2.3

Pressure Differential Cross-Channel Flow Rate Control
Recall that the H-channel design of Figure 2-1 was chosen so that the fluid flow

within the 100 mm wide cross-channel can be controlled as the fluid flow differential
between the two 240 mm wide channels. During operation, the syringes are held in place
by metal clamps and the plungers are removed, as shown in Figure 2-3. The microflow
cytometer assembly utilizes a gravity driven flow, with the relative elevation of the
syringes establishing a fluid pressure differential which in turn establishes a fluid flow
differential between the 240 mm wide channels. As such, the fluid flow within the 100
mm wide cross-channel is controlled via the relative elevation of the syringes.
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Figure 2-3: The microflow cytometer assembly utilizes a gravity driven flow,
in which the fluid flow within the 100 mm wide cross-channel
is controlled via the relative elevation of 3 mL syringes.

2.4

Optical Monitoring of the Microelectrode Array Detection Zone
The bonded assembly is clamped down inside a shielded probe station (SUSS

SE1000), as shown in Figure 2-4. The principal MEA detection zone is monitored by a
microscope (Motic PSM-1000). The detection zone is illuminated by: (1) white-light
emitting diodes (LEDs; Lumex Opto Components SLX-LX5093UWC/G) directly above
and below the MEA detection zone; and (2) the microscope’s interior light.
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Figure 2-4: The bonded assembly is clamped down within a shielded probe station
and monitored by a microscope fitted with a digital video camera.
A digital video camera (Imaging Source DFK 31AF03) fitted to the microscope
captures 1024 pixel x 768 pixel UYVY formatted colour video at 15 frames per second.
A FireWire cable connects the camera to the host personal computer (PC). Imaging
Source’s IC Easy Image Acquisition Capture 2.0 software displays and backlogs the
captured video in real-time. Figure 2-5 presents a screen-shot of the IC Capture 2.0
interface monitoring the MEA detection zone. The backlogged video is encoded with the
Digital Video (DV) Video Encoder codec and is saved as Audio Video Interleave (AVI)
files.
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Figure 2-5: The IC Capture 2.0 software as run on the host PC
to display and backlog the captured UYVY video in real-time.

2.5

Coupled-Microstrip Resonator for Capacitive Sensing
To achieve capacitive cytometry, this work requires a capacitance sensor coupled

to the MEA which produces a sense signal S proportional to the transient MEA
capacitance perturbations DCMEA induced by passing cells. The employed capacitance
sensor is based upon a coupled transmission-line (T-line) sensor developed by Tran et al.
for Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) applications [Tran01a, Tran01b].
The SCM resonator is itself based upon a coupled-stripline Radio Corporation of
America (RCA) VideoDisc sensor, used to read audio and video data stored as
depressions at the bottom of a fine spiral groove engraved into a plastic disc [Cle78]. A
schematic of the RCA sensor is presented as Figure 2-6 (reproduced with permission
graciously provided by Thang Duc Tran [Tran01b]). The groove guides a thin stylus
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electrode loading the sensor’s resonant center T-line with a capacitive load C, consisting
of the disc-to-stylus capacitance CDS and a stray capacitance CS. This resonant T-line
posses a bandpass transmission magnitude spectrum |S2,1| with a 900 MHz center
frequency fr and an unloaded quality factor (Q-factor) of 45. An edge-coupled shorted Tline driven at a fixed 915 MHz excites the resonant T-line at the maximum slope point
within |S2,1|. Changes in CDS, DCDS, on the order of 100 aF, shift fr, modulating the
amplitude of the resonator’s output. DCDS can thus be inferred from the output envelope,
as measured by a peak detector and amplifier of gain A at the input of a second edgecoupled shorted T-line. To electronically tune the loaded resonance via bias voltage fbias,
a grounded varactor diode was used as a variable capacitance loading the other end of the
resonant T-line. The RCA sensor was determined to have a 1.15 MHz/fF frequency
sensitivity and a 154 mV/MHz voltage sensitivity, yielding an 177 mV/fF overall
sensitivity [Tran01b].

Figure 2-6: Schematical diagram for the RCA capacitance sensor [Tran01b].
The coupled-microstrip SCM sensor is functionally similar to the RCA VideoDisc
sensor, with the stylus replaced by a scanning probe tip (and CDS replaced by the
scanning probe tip capacitance variance dC) [Tran01b]. A schematic of the SCM sensor
is presented as Figure 2-7 (reproduced with permission graciously provided by Thang
Duc Tran [Tran01b]). As a tuneable oscillator drives the SCM sensor, the varactor diode
was replaced by an electrical short. The SCM sensor’s resonant center T-line posses a
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bandpass transmission magnitude spectrum |S2,1| with a 1.994 GHz center frequency and
an unloaded Q-factor of 95. During operation, the resonant T-line was excited at 1.8501.876 GHz, affording a superior 1.5 MHz/fF frequency sensitivity.

Furthermore, a

Schottky diode based peak detector afforded a superior 520 mV/MHz maximum voltage
sensitivity. Together, these sensitivities imply a maximum 780 mV/fF overall sensitivity.
The minimum detector output noise was measured within a 1 Hz bandwidth as 2.10
mV/

Hz ,

implying a 2.70 zF/

Hz

resolution. This resolution is suitable for SCM systems,

which demand a resolution less than 32 zF /

Hz

[Tran01b].

Figure 2-7: Schematical diagram for the SCM capacitance sensor [Tran01b].
Figure 2-8 presents the coupled-microstrip resonator used in this work, fabricated
by milling copper (Cu) lines onto a Cu-clad, low-loss Rogers 5880 dielectric substrate.
The 90 W center T-line is a quarter-wavelength resonator, edge-coupled on each side to a
50 W short-circuit terminated T-line.

Each 50 W T-line input is fitted with a sub-

miniature A (SMA) port, serving as the resonator’s input and output ports 1-2. Due to
symmetry, either port 1 or 2 can be used as the input or output port. 150 mm diameter
brass wires are soldered onto the center T-line’s open-circuit edge port. The brass wires
are cut to a point using sharp wire cutters, ground with 600 grit fine grain silicon carbide
(SiC) sandpaper, and subsequently rinsed with isopropanol (C3H7OH) and deionized
water (DI H2O). These brass wires contact the electrode pads within the electrode access
trench, loading the resonant T-line with the MEA.
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The resonator’s other port is

terminated with an 85 pF shunt capacitor. Port 3, used for applying the 10-1000 kHz
DEP actuation potential fDEP, is coupled to the resonator’s end using another SMA
connector and a 750 W series resistor. The resulting resistor-and-capacitor (RC) circuit is
a lowpass filter (LPF) with a 2.5 MHz cut-off frequency, shorting higher frequencies to
ground through the shunt capacitor, thereby isolating the 1.478 GHz interferometer from
the electronics generating fDEP.

Figure 2-8: The coupled-microstrip resonator loaded by the MEA.
To facilitate loading the resonator with the MEA, the microstrip structure is
mounted onto an XYZ positioner, as shown in Figure 2-9. The positioner is adjusted so
that the brass wires firmly contact the MEA pads within the microflow cytometer’s
powder blasted trench, loading the resonator with the MEA.
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Figure 2-9: The coupled-microstrip resonator mounted into an XYZ positioner.
Figure 2-10 presents the coupled-microstrip resonator’s port 1-2 transmission
response S2,1 (experimentally measured with a Hewlett Packard (HP) 8753E vector
network analyzer) when: (1) unloaded and (2) loaded with the MEA. The microfluidic
cross-channel is filled with a 33.4 mS/cm diluted methylene blue solution, as will be the
case in Chapters 6, 8, and 9. The |S2,1| response shows that: (1) the unloaded resonator
resonates at 1.826 GHz with a 7.3 dB insertion loss and a Q-factor of 54; and (2) the
loaded resonator resonates at 1.478 GHz with a 15.9 dB insertion loss and a Q-factor of
20. The |S2,1| response thus demonstrates that: (i) the MEA’s capacitive load shifts fr by
349 MHz; (ii) an increased electrical loss reduces the resonant magnitude by 8.7 dB; and
(iii) this increased electrical loss also diminishes the resonator’s energy storage capability,
as quantified by the Q-factor. The ÐS2,1 response demonstrates that the capacitive MEA
load increases the resonator’s effective electrical length, thereby increasing the phase
shift between ports 1 and 2. Moreover, the loaded ÐS2,1 response shows that the rate of
change of q with fr in the vicinity of 1.478 GHz, dq/dfr, is approximately -1.18 °/MHz.
dq/dfr is referred to as the sensor’s phase sensitivity.
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Figure 2-10a: The resonator’s |S2,1| response when:
(1) unloaded and (2) loaded by the MEA.

Figure 2-10b: The resonator’s ÐS2,1 response when:
(1) unloaded and (2) loaded by the MEA.
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During capacitive cytometry, the resonator shall be driven at the 1.478 GHz
loaded resonance fr. The presence of a cell within the detection zone shall perturb the
MEA capacitance CMEA by DCMEA, shifting the loaded resonance by Dfr. The rate of
change of fr with CMEA in the neighbourhood of 1.478 GHz is termed the frequency
sensitivity, dfr/dCMEA. This Dfr shift in turn modifies ÐS2,1 by Dq. Section 2.6 presents
the microwave interferometer used to interrogate the resonator and generate a sense
signal S proportional to DCMEA.

2.6

Microwave Interferometer for Resonator Interrogation
Figure 2-11 presents a schematic of the microwave interferometer used to

interrogate the coupled-microstrip resonator and generate a sense signal S proportional to
DCMEA.

Figure 2-11: Schematic of the microwave interferometer
interrogating the coupled-microstrip resonator loaded by the MEA.
The radio frequency (RF) source fRF (Agilent E8663B) is lowpass filtered (MiniCircuits SLP-2400) with a 2.4 GHz cut-off frequency and then split (Mini-Circuits
ZAPDJ-2-S) into two paths. The signal path contains a high-isolation switch (Mini- 24 -

Circuits ZASWA-2-50DR), the coupled-microstrip resonator, an adjustable delay line
(Advanced Technical Materials PNR P1213), and a low noise amplifier (LNA; MiniCircuits ZHL-1724MLN). Attenuators (Mini-Circuits VAT-3+, VAT-6+, and VAT-10+)
and a match-terminated circulator based isolator (SNT SN20113) are inserted throughout
the signal path for isolation. The LNA output is denoted fSig. The reference path
contains no additional electronics and is denoted fRef. fSig and fRef are multiplied using a
mixer (Mini-Circuits ZEM-4300MH+). The switch’s control signal fTTL is toggled onand-off at 95 kHz, enabling narrow-band detection of the mixer’s mean output, S, using a
lock-in amplifier (LIA; Stanford SR380). During operation, the driving frequency is set
near the 1.478 GHz reference state MEA loaded resonance fr and the delay line is
adjusted such that the reference phase, q, between fSig and fRef is nominally 90°. When
operating near fr, a sufficiently small DCMEA (less than 10 fF) affords utilizing the small
angle approximation to express S as [Poz05]:

S = G |fRef| |fSig| cos( 90° + Dq )
= G |fRef| |fSig| sin( Dq )
≈ G |fRef| |fSig| Dq
≈ G |fRef| |fSig| (dq/dfr) (dfr/dCMEA) DCMEA
= (dS/dCMEA) DCMEA

(2-1)

where G is the combined mixer-and-LIA gain and dS/dCMEA is the overall sensitivity,
being the rate of change in S with CMEA in the neighbourhood of 1.478 GHz. An
experimental estimate of dS/dCMEA is presented in Section 6.2.
As shown in Figure 2-12, the RF electronics were placed inside of the shielded
probe station to reduce the coupled electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical noise.
Once the system is adjusted, S remains stable with only minor driving frequency
adjustments required.
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Figure 2-12: The interferometer’s RF electronics
are placed inside of the shielded probe station.

2.7

Capacitive Perturbation Data Acquisition & Parsing
The LIA’s differential output, S, is supplied to the differential-input of a

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) slotted data acquisition (DAQ) board
(Measurement Computing PCI-DAS6034 board with BNC-16DI connector box and a
C100HD50-6 ribbon cable) internal to the host PC. The host PC runs a Graphical User
Interface (GUI), entitled GUI Controller, which I wrote in National Instruments
LabVIEW® 7.1 as a Virtual Instrument (VI).

GUI Controller uses Measurement

Computing’s Universal Library of VIs to configure and control the DAQ board [Mea05].
A user’s guide to GUI Controller is presented as Appendix A. Figure 2-13 presents a
screen-shot of this GUI taken during a typical DAQ session.
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Figure 2-13: The GUI Controller VI used to control data acquisition.
During a given DAQ session, GUI Controller concurrently samples three
different differential-input channels at 1 kS/s/Ch. S is sampled as channel 0. As S is
bounded within ±10 V, the DAQ board is configured with a ±10 V dynamic range to take
full advantage of its 16-bit uniform quantization. S is also frequently supplied to a digital
oscilloscope (Tecktronix TDS 3012) for independent confirmation of proper
measurement.
Each of the three sampled channels are displayed as real-time stripcharts. The
two concurrently sampled channels afford the user the flexibility to record two additional
real-time stripcharts. For example, the user may wish to toggle fDEP between negative
and positive DEP (nDEP and pDEP) frequencies, to estimate the mechanical properties of
an actuated cell.

In this case, the user could use one of the concurrently sampled

channels to record the actuation frequency modulation signal as a separate stripchart. In
this work, both of the concurrently sampled channels are left floating.
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The three concurrent stripcharts are backlogged as a sequence of 30 s long
comma-separated value (CSV) files. The backlogged stripcharts are segmented into 30 s
long CSV files to facilitate importing and plotting the data using Microsoft® Excel and
RedRock® DeltaGraph, which limit plots to no more than 32 000 data points.
Before analyzing the backlogged CSV files, it is necessary to first parse out the
individual capacitive signatures corresponding to a detected cell. I wrote a second VI,
called Event Parser & Analyzer, to (1) indentify each individual capacitive signature
within a backlogged CSV file, and (2) save each identified capacitive signature as its own
CSV file. A user’s guide to using Event Parser & Analyzer is presented as Appendix B.
As suggested by its name, Event Parser & Analyzer also includes modules for analyzing
the parsed capacitive signatures. These modules were not utilized in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
The Time-Averaged Dielectrophoretic Force
3.1

The Dielectrophoretic Force Experienced by an
Induced Electric Dipole Subjected to an Electric Field
When a dielectric particle is exposed to an external electric field Eext, electric

charge accumulates at the interface between the particle and the surrounding medium.
The particle is said to have been polarized once it develops spatially distinct centers of
positive and negative charge, +Q and –Q, which are equal in magnitude and opposite in
sign. These charge centers, separated by a vector distance d (directed from –Q to +Q),
are said to have formed a physical dipole moment p ≡ Q d [Jon95]. This physical dipole
moment is illustrated in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: A particle polarized by an external electric field forms a physical dipole.
Each charge center experiences a Coulombic force, induced by Eext as
experienced at the respective charge center’s spatial location.

Together, the two

Coulombic forces produce a net dipole force
Fdipole = Q Eext(r'+d) – Q Eext(r')
where r' is the position vector for –Q [Jon95].
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(3-1)

When d is small relative to the spatial non-uniformity of Eext, only the first two
terms in the Taylor series expansion of Eext(r'+d) about r' need be considered [Jon95]:
Fdipole = Q Eext(r'+d) – Q Eext(r')
≈ Q [ Eext(r') + d · ÑEext ] – Q Eext(r')
≈ Q d · ÑEext

(3-2)

If the limit d → 0 is taken such that p ≡ Q d remain finite, then Fdipole is given as
Fdipole ≈ p · ÑEext

(3-3)

Equation (3-3) is a general expression true for any dipole moment p [Jon95]. To
determine the Fdipole acted upon a suspended particle by an external electric field Eext, I
shall follow the effective dipole method prescribed by Jones and model the suspended
particle as an equivalent effective dipole moment peff [Jon95]. When Fdipole is acting
upon an effective dipole moment peff representing a suspended particle, Equation (3-3) is
referred to as the dielectrophoretic approximation and Fdipole is referred to as the
dielectrophoretic force denoted as FDEP [Pohl78, Jon95]. The phenomenon of motion
induced within suspended particles by FDEP is referred to as dielectrophoresis (DEP)
[Pohl78].
The interested reader may note that the effective dipole moment method of
deriving FDEP is used here for its conceptual and mathematical simplicity. A more
rigorous derivation of FDEP, which involves integrating the Maxwell stress tensor over
the particle’s surface, can be found elsewhere in the literature [Sau85a, Sau85b].
peff is explicitly defined as the moment of an equivalent infinitesimal dipole,
located at the particle’s center, which produces the same dipolar electrostatic potential

fdipole [Jon95]. Given this definition for peff, it behoves me to first derive the electrostatic
potential fdipole produced by an infinitesimal dipole. To do so, first consider Figure 3-2,
which presents a finite dipole peff immersed in a homogeneous, isotropic dielectric
medium of real absolute permittivity e'med. As the charge distribution of the depicted peff
is axisymmetric: fdipole = fdipole(r,q), where r is the radial component and q is the zenith
angle within a concentric spherical coordinate system.
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Figure 3-2: A finite dipole along the z-axis of a concentric spherical coordinate system.
Via superposition, fdipole can be expressed as the sum of the electrostatic
potentials due to each ±Q point charge [Jon95]:
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The ratios r/r± follow from the geometry of Figure 3-2:
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(3-5)

Equation (3-5) can be expanded via the Maclaurin series for (1+x)-1/2:
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where Pn[cos(q)] is the nth Legendre Polynomial in cos(q) [Jon95].
Substituting Equation (3-6) into Equation (3-4) yields
QdP1 [cos(q )] Qd 3 P3 [cos(q )]
f dipole (r ,q ) =
+
+ ...
¢ r2
¢ r4
4pe med
16pe med

(3-7)

The first term in Equation (3-7) is the n = 1 dipolar approximation of fdipole, which
is sufficiently accurate when r >> d [Jon95]. The remaining terms in (3-7) are the higherorder multipolar terms, required to correct the dipolar approximation when r ® d [Jon95].
Assuming that r >> d, I shall retain only the dipolar approximation to express fdipole as

f dipole (r ,q ) »

p eff cos(q )
¢ r2
4pe med
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(3-8)

To determine the peff which models a bioparticle suspended in a fluid medium, I
shall follow the lead of Jones and: (1) model the bioparticle as an equivalent lossless
homogeneous dielectric sphere suspended in a lossless homogeneous dielectric medium
(in Chapter 5 and Sections 7-3-7.4); (2) determine the peff which models the suspended
sphere, as subjected to an external uniform time-invariant electric field Eext (in Section
3.2); and (3) extend the lossless result to a lossy homogeneous dielectric sphere
suspended within a lossy homogeneous dielectric medium, as subjected to an external
non-uniform time-harmonis electric field Eext (in Section 3.3) [Jon95].

3.2

The Dielectrophoretic Force Experienced
by a Homogeneous Lossless Dielectric Sphere
Subjected to a Uniform Time-Invariant Electric Field
Figure 3-3 depicts a lossless dielectric sphere of radius a and real absolute

permittivity e'cell suspended in a lossless homogeneous isotropic dielectric medium of real
absolute permittivity e'med. It is assumed that this system is exposed to an external
spatially uniform linearly polarized electric field Eext = Eext0 az.

Figure 3-3: A lossless dielectric sphere suspended in a lossless dielectric
medium and subjected to a uniform time-invariant electric field.
The electrostatic potentials within the particle and the external medium, fcell and

fmed, follow as the solution to Laplace’s Equation, Ñ2f = 0. This second-order partial
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differential equation shall be solved by assuming that f(r,q) = R(r)Q(q), to yield a pair of
uncoupled second-order ordinary differential equations [Zill01]. In spherical coordinates,
Laplace’s Equation follows as [Hayt01]:
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Consider the second-order ordinary differential equation for the radial component
R embedded within Equation (3-9):

r2

d 2R
dR
+ 2r
- n(n + 1) R = 0
2
dr
dr

(3-10)

Equation (3-10) is a Cauchy-Euler Equation [Zill01], which is solved by assuming
R = rm to yield a corresponding auxiliary equation whose roots yield m:

(

)

(

)

r 2 m(m - 1)r m - 2 + 2r mr m -1 - n(n + 1)r m = 0
m(m - 1)r m + 2mr m - n(n + 1)r m = 0

m(m - 1) + 2m - n(n + 1) = 0
m 2 + m - n(n + 1) = 0

\ m = n,-(n + 1)

(3-11)

The general solution to (3-10) then follows a linear combination of rn and r-(n+1):
R = c1 r n + c 2 r - (n+1)
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, c1 , c 2 Î Â

(3-12)

Consider the second-order ordinary differential equation for the zenith angle
component Q embedded within Equation (3-9):
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2
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(3-13)

Employing the substitution x = cos(q), where 0 ≤ q ≤ p, Equation (3-13) becomes
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(3-14)

Equation (3-14) is a Legendre Equation, for which the only solutions that are
continuous and have continuous derivatives within the -1 ≤ x ≤ 1 interval are the
Legendre Polynomials Pn(x) corresponding to n(n+1) [Zill01].

f(r,q) = R(r)Q(q) thus follows as
f = [ c1 rn + c2 r-(n+1) ] Pn[cos(q)]

(3-15)

Equation (3-8) was obtained by retaining only the P1[cos(q)] term in Equation
(3-7). By analogy, the substitution n = 1 shall be employed in Equation (3-15) to yield

f = c1 r cos(q ) +
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c 2 cos(q )
r2

(3-16)

Equation (3-16) must be considered within the particle and the external medium
separately:

f med (r ,q ) = c1r cos(q ) +

c 2 cos(q )
, r>a
r2

(3-17a)

fcell (r ,q ) = c 3 r cos(q ) +

c 4 cos(q )
, r<a
r2

(3-17b)

The first-term in Equation (3-17a) is attributed to fext, the electrostatic potential
associated with the external electric field Eext = Eext0 az alone. As Eext = -Ñfext must be
satisfied [Hayt01]: c1 = -Eext0. Furthermore, fcell must be finite at all points within the
particle, and thus c4 = 0 (otherwise fcell ® ¥ as r ® 0). Employing the substitutions
c2 = A and c3 = -B (where A, B Î Â), Equations (3-17a) and (3-17b) are expressed as

f med (r ,q ) = - Eext 0 r cos(q ) +

A cos(q )
, r>a
r2

fcell (r ,q ) = - Br cos(q ) , r < a

(3-18a)

(3-18b)

The total electric fields within the particle and the external medium, Ecell and Emed,
follow from Equations (3-18a) and (3-18b) as [Hayt01]:
Emed = -Ñfmed
=-

¶f med
1 ¶f med
ar aq
¶r
r ¶q

2 A cos(q ) ù
A sin (q ) ù
é
é
(
)
= ê Eext 0 cos(q ) +
a
+
E
sin
q
+
aq
r
ext
0
3
úû
êë
r
r 3 úû
ë
= Eext0 [ cos(q) ar – sin(q) aq ] +
= Eext0 az +
= Eext +

A
[2 cos(q ) ar + sin (q ) aq ]
r3

A
[2 cos(q ) ar + sin (q ) aq ]
r3

A
[2 cos(q ) ar + sin (q ) aq ]
r3
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(3-19a)

Ecell = -Ñfcell
=-

¶f c
1 ¶f c
ar aq
¶r
r ¶q

= B cos(q ) ar - B sin (q ) aq
= B az

(3-19b)

The electrostatic boundary conditions at the surface of the particle yields a system
of two coupled linear equations in A and B [Hayt01]:
Dmed(r=a,q) · anormal = Dcell(r=a,q) · anormal

e’med Emed(r=a,q) · ar = e’cell Ecell(r=a,q) · ar
é
ë

¢ ê Eext 0 cos(q ) +
e med

2 A cos(q ) ù
¢ B cos(q )
úû = e cell
a3
\ B=

¢
e med
¢
e cell

2 Aù
é
êë Eext 0 + a 3 úû

(3-20a)

Emed(r=a,q) · atangent = Ecell(r=a,q) · atangent
Emed(r=a,q) · ( aq + aj ) /

2

= Ecell(r=a,q) · ( aq + aj ) /

2

1 é
A sin (q ) ù
B sin (q )
- E ext 0 sin (q ) +
=3
ê
ú
a
2ë
2
û
Aù
é
\ B = ê Eext 0 - 3 ú
a û
ë

(3-20b)

Solving the linear system of Equations (3-20a) and (3-20b) yields A and B as
¢ ù 3
é e ¢ - e med
A = ê cell
a E ext 0
¢ + 2e med
¢ úû
ë e cell

(3-21a)

¢
é 3e med
ù
B=ê
E
¢ + 2e med
¢ úû ext 0
ë e cell

(3-21b)
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The second term in Equation (3-18a) corresponds to the electrostatic potential
produced by the induced electric dipole peff. Comparing this term to Equation (3-8)
suggests that
peff = 4 p e'med K a3 Eext

(3-22)

where K is the Clausius-Mossotti factor [Jon95], a measure of the strength of the
effective polarization of a spherical particle suspended in a fluid medium, given by

K=

3.3

¢ - e med
¢
e cell
¢ + 2e med
¢
e cell

(3-23)

The Time-Averaged Dielectrophoretic Force
Experienced by a Homogeneous Lossy Dielectric Sphere
Subjected to a Non-Uniform Time-Harmonic Electric Field
Figure 3-4 depicts a lossy dielectric sphere of radius a, real absolute permittivity

e'cell, intrinsic absolute dielectric loss e”cell, and conductivity scell suspended in a lossy
dielectric medium of real absolute permittivity e'med, intrinsic absolute dielectric loss e”med,
and conductivity smed.

Figure 3-4: A lossy dielectric sphere suspended in a lossy dielectric
medium and subjected to an external time-harmonic electric field.
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I shall now allow for a spatially non-uniform external electric Eext. However, I
shall restrict the analysis to the special case of a time-harmonic Eext as given by
Eext = Exax + Eyay + Ezaz
Ex0(x,y,z)cos(wt+gx(x,y,z))ax

=

+ Ey0(x,y,z)cos(wt+gy(x,y,z))ay
+ Ez0(x,y,z)cos(wt+gz(x,y,z))az

(3-24)

where Ei is the linearly polarized component of Eext pointing in the direction of ai, Ei0 is
the spatially non-uniform magnitude of Ei, gi is the spatially non-uniform phase of Ei, and

w is the angular frequency at which Eext oscillates [Hug03].
The effective dipole moment peff for this lossy time-harmonic case follows from
Equations (3-22) and (3-24) as [Hug03]:
peff = pxax + pyay + pzaz
= 4 p e'med a3 { Ex0 [ Re{K}cos(wt+gx) - Im{K}sin( wt+gx) ] ax
+ Ey0 [ Re{K}cos(wt+gy) - Im{K}sin( wt+gy) ] ay
+ Ez0 [ Re{K}cos(wt+gz) - Im{K}sin( wt+gz) ] az }

(3-25)

where pi is the component of peff pointing in the direction of ai and K is the complex
Clausius-Mossotti factor obtained by replacing the e' terms in Equation (3-23) by the
complex absolute permittivities, e = e' - j e” – j ( s / w ) (where j is the unit imaginary
number) [Jon95]:

K=

=

e cell - e med
e cell + 2e med
¢ - je cell
¢¢ - j æç s cell ö÷ - e med
¢ + je med
¢¢ + j æç s med ö÷
e cell
w
w
è

ø

è

ø

¢ - je cell
¢¢ - j æç s cell ö÷ + 2e med
¢ - j 2e med
¢¢ - j 2æç s med ö÷
e cell
w
wø
è
ø
è

(3-26)

The instantaneous dielectrophoretic force FDEP(t) for this lossy time-harmonic
case follows from Equations (3-3), (3-24), and (3-25) as:
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FDEP(t) ≈ peff(t) · ÑEext(t)
≈ [ pxax + pyay + pzaz ] · [

∂xExax,x + ∂yExax,y + ∂zExax,z
+ ∂xEyay,x + ∂yEyay,y + ∂zEyay,z
+ ∂xEzaz,x + ∂yEzaz,y + ∂zEzaz,z

≈

]

[ px(∂xEx) + py(∂xEy) + pz(∂xEz) ] ax
+ [ px(∂yEx) + py(∂yEy) + pz(∂yEz) ] ay
+ [ px(∂zEx) + py(∂zEy) + pz(∂zEz) ] az

(3-27)

where the tensor definition for the gradient of a vector field [Spurk08] and the definition
for the dot product between a vector and a tensor [Poly01] have been employed.
Consider the component of Equation (3-27) pointing in the direction of ax:
FDEPx(t) ≈ px(∂xEx) + py(∂xEy) + pz(∂xEz)
≈ 4 p e'med a3 { Ex0 [ Re{K}cos(wt+gx) - Im{K}sin( wt+gx) ]
· [ (∂xEx0)cos(wt+gx) - Ex0sin( wt+gx) (∂xgx) ]
+ Ey0 [ Re{K}cos(wt+gy) - Im{K}sin( wt+gy) ]
· [ (∂xEy0)cos(wt+gy) – Ey0sin( wt+gy) (∂xgy) ]
+ Ez0 [ Re{K}cos(wt+gz) - Im{K}sin( wt+gz) ]
· [ (∂xEz0)cos(wt+gz) – Ez0sin( wt+gz) (∂xgz) ] }
≈ 4 p e'med a3 {

Ex0(∂xEx0)cos(wt+gx) [ Re{K}cos(wt+gx) - Im{K}sin( wt+gx) ]
+ Ey0(∂xEy0)cos(wt+gy) [ Re{K}cos(wt+gy) - Im{K}sin( wt+gy) ]
+ Ez0(∂xEz0)cos(wt+gz) [ Re{K}cos(wt+gz) - Im{K}sin( wt+gz) ]
- Ex02 (∂xgx) sin( wt+gx) [ Re{K}cos(wt+gx) - Im{K}sin( wt+gx) ]
- Ey02 (∂xgy) sin( wt+gy) [ Re{K}cos(wt+gy) - Im{K}sin( wt+gy) ]
- Ez02 (∂xgz) sin( wt+gz) [ Re{K}cos(wt+gz) - Im{K}sin( wt+gz) ] }

≈ 4 p e'med a3 { Ex0(∂xEx0) [ Re{K}cos2(wt+gx) - Im{K}sin( wt+gx)cos(wt+gx) ]
+ Ey0(∂xEy0) [ Re{K}cos2(wt+gy) - Im{K}sin( wt+gy)cos(wt+gy) ]
+ Ez0(∂xEz0) [ Re{K}cos2(wt+gz) - Im{K}sin( wt+gz)cos(wt+gz) ]
- Ex02 (∂xgx) [ Re{K}sin( wt+gx)cos(wt+gx) - Im{K}sin2( wt+gx) ]
- Ey02 (∂xgy) [ Re{K}sin( wt+gy)cos(wt+gy) - Im{K}sin2( wt+gy) ]
- Ez02 (∂xgz) [ Re{K}sin( wt+gz)cos(wt+gz) - Im{K}sin2( wt+gz) ] }
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≈ 2 p e'med a3{ Ex0(∂xEx0) [ Re{K} + Re{K}cos(2wt+2gx) - Im{K}sin(2 wt+2gx) ]
+ Ey0(∂xEy0) [ Re{K} + Re{K}cos(2wt+2gy) - Im{K}sin(2 wt+2gy) ]
+ Ez0(∂xEz0) [ Re{K} + Re{K}cos(2wt+2gz) - Im{K}sin(2 wt+2gz) ]
- Ex02 (∂xgx) [ Re{K}sin(2 wt+2gx) - Im{K} + Im{K}cos(2 wt+2gx) ]
- Ey02 (∂xgy) [ Re{K}sin(2 wt+2gy) - Im{K} + Im{K}cos(2 wt+2gy) ]
- Ez02 (∂xgz) [ Re{K}sin(2 wt+2gz) - Im{K} + Im{K}cos(2wt+2gz) ] } (3-28)
Equation (3-28) demonstrates that the components of the FDEP(t) experienced by a
suspended sphere within an external time-harmonic electric field Eext(t) consist of a timeinvariant average force and sinusoidal time-variant force which oscillates at twice the
frequency of Eext(t).

When the spherical particle is on the order of 1-1000 mm in

diameter, the oscillatory motion induced by the time-variant FDEP(t) terms is usually
heavily dampened by the suspension medium’s viscosity [Jon95]. As such, only the
time-invariant average FDEP(t) terms are considered within this work. The time-averaged
FDEPx follows directly from Equation (3-28) as:
< FDEPx(t) > ≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} [ Ex0(∂xEx0) + Ey0(∂xEy0) + Ez0(∂xEz0) ]
+ Im{K} [ Ex02(∂xgx) + Ey02(∂xgy) + Ez02(∂xgz) ] }

≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} (1/2) [ 2Ex0(∂xEx0) + 2Ey0(∂xEy0) + 2Ez0(∂xEz0) ]
+ Im{K} [ Ex02(∂xgx) + Ey02(∂xgy) + Ez02(∂xgz) ] }

≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} (1/2) [ ∂xEx02 + ∂xEy02 + ∂xEz02 ]
+ Im{K} [ Ex02(∂xgx) + Ey02(∂xgy) + Ez02(∂xgz) ] }

≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} (1/2) ∂xEext2
+ Im{K} [ Ex02(∂xgx) + Ey02(∂xgy) + Ez02(∂xgz) ] } (3-29)

The components of < FDEP(t) > pointing in the directions of ay and az, < FDEPy(t) >
and < FDEPz(t) >, follow in the same manner as < FDEPx(t) > to yield the total < FDEP(t) >
as:
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< FDEP(t) > ≈ < FDEPx(t) > ax + < FDEPy(t) > ay + < FDEPz(t) > az
≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} (1/2) [ (∂xEext2)ax + (∂yEext2)ay + (∂zEext2)az ]
+ Im{K} [

Ex02(∂xgx)ax + Ey02(∂xgy)ax + Ez02(∂xgz)ax
+ Ex02(∂ygx)ay + Ey02(∂ygy)ay + Ez02(∂ygz)ay
+ Ex02(∂zgx)az + Ey02(∂zgy)az + Ez02(∂zgz)az ] }

≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} (1/2) ÑEext2
+ Im{K} Ex02 [ (∂xgx)ax + (∂ygx)ay + (∂zgx)az ]
+ Im{K} Ey02 [ (∂xgy)ax + (∂ygy)ay + (∂zgy)az ]
+ Im{K} Ez02 [ (∂xgz)ax + (∂ygz)ay + (∂zgz)az ] }

≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} Ñ[(1/2)Eext2]
+ Im{K} [ Ex02Ñgx + Ey02Ñgy + Ez02Ñgz ] }

≈ 2 p e'med a3 {

Re{K} ÑERMS2
+ Im{K} [ Ex02Ñgx + Ey02Ñgy + Ez02Ñgz ] }

(3-30)

where ERMS is the spatially non-uniform root-mean-squared magnitude (RMS) of Eext.
The Re{K} term within Equation (3-30) corresponds to the conventional DEP
generated by the spatial non-uniformity of ERMS2, whereas the Im{K} terms correspond to
the travelling-wave DEP (twDEP) generated by the spatial non-uniformity of gi [Hug03,
Gasc04]. In this work, Eext is generated by a single time-harmonic electric potential fDEP
applied to the microelectrode array (MEA). As such, Ñgi = 0 and the twDEP terms in
Equation (3-30) vanish:
< FDEP(t) > ≈ 2 p e'med a3 Re{K} ÑERMS2

(3-31)

From this point onwards, FDEP represents < FDEP(t) > as given by Equation (3-31).
The validity of Equation (3-31) is confirmed by the more rigorous Maxwell stress tensor
based derivation found elsewhere in the literature [Jon95, Sau85a, Sau85b].
The frequency dependence of FDEP is solely determined by Re{K}.

This

dependence, which depends upon the e', e”, and s terms of the sphere and the medium,
defines the DEP spectrum. As e” are typically neglected within the 10-1000 kHz band at
which the DEP actuation potential fDEP oscillates, K is commonly written as [Jon95]:
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e cell
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¢ + 2e med
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e cell

(3-32)

Equation (3-32) implies that the w ® 0 DEP behaviour is governed by the
conductivities, and that the w ® ¥ DEP behaviour is governed by the real permittivities:

K 0 = lim {Re{K }} »
w ®0

s cell - s med
s cell + 2s med

(3-33a)

¢ - e med
¢
e cell
¢ + 2e med
¢
e cell

(3-33b)

K ¥ = lim {Re{K }} »
w ®¥

The real part of Equation (3-32) can be expressed via a partial fraction expansion
as
æ K -K
Re{K } » K ¥ - çç ¥ 2 2 0
è 1 + w t MW

ö
÷
÷
ø

(3-34)

where tMW is the Maxwell-Wagner charge relaxation time of the material interface
between the fluid medium and the sphere [Beng82, Jon95]. tMW is given as [Beng82,
Jon95]:

t MW =

¢ + 2e med
¢
e cell
s cell + 2s med

(3-35)

The bands within which the w ® 0 and w ® ¥ limits of Re{K}, presented above
as Equations (3-33a) and (3-33b), are valid approximations of the true Re{K} can be
identified using tMW as follows: if wtMW << 1, then Re{K} ≈ K0; and if wtMW >>1, then
Re{K} ≈ K¥ [Jon95].
Equations (3-25) through (3-35) are valid only for the special case of a
homogeneous lossy dielectric sphere suspended in a homogeneous isotropic lossy
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dielectric medium and subjected to a non-uniform external electric field Eext generated by
a single time-harmonic electric potential fDEP. As the polystyrene microspheres (PSS)
used in this work are essentially homogeneous lossy dielectric spheres, Equations (3-25)
through (3-35) can be directly applied to predict the DEP spectra of PSS (as is done in
Chapter 5). However, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells used in this work posses a
highly heterogeneous internal structure, and thus must be represented as equivalent
homogeneous lossy dielectric spheres before Equations (3-25) through (3-35) can be
applied to predict their DEP spectra (as is done in Sections 7.3-7.4).
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Chapter 4
Induced Microelectrode Array
Capacitance Perturbation Signatures
& Simulated Bioparticle Trajectories
4.1

Theoretical Microelectrode Array Capacitance Perturbation
First assume that the microfluidic cross-channel is filled with a homogeneous

isotropic lossy dielectric of real absolute permittivity e’med, absolute intrinsic dielectric
loss e”med, and conductivity smed. Also assume that a time-harmonic root-mean-squared
(RMS) electrical potential fRF is applied to the coplanar microelectrode array (MEA),
generating the following non-uniform external RMS electric field Eext within the
microfludic cross-channel detection zone directly above the MEA:
Eext = Re{ Eext exp( j w t ) }

(4-1)

where Eext is the spatially non-uniform external electric field phasor, w is the angular
frequency at which Eext oscillates, and j is the unit imaginary number.
The time-averaged electrical energy Welec0 stored in the detection zone follows as
Welec0 =

1
CMEA0 fRF2
2

(4-2)

where CMEA0 is the total MEA capacitance [Jar09].
A lossy dielectric sphere, with radius a, real absolute permittivity e’cell, absolute
intrinsic dielectric loss e”cell, and conductivity scell, is now inserted into the detection zone
directly above the MEA. The time-averaged electrical energy of this region is now
changed to a new value Welecf, given by
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Welecf =

1
CMEAf fRF2
2

=

1
1
CMEA0 fRF2 + Re{ ò V Eext · P*cell dV }
2
2

=

1
1
CMEA0 fRF2 + Re{ ò Vcell Eext · P*cell dV }
2
2

(4-3)

where CMEAf is the new total MEA capacitance, P*cell is the complex conjugate of the
RMS polarization of the sphere as induced by Eext, V is the detection zone’s volume, and
Vcell is the sphere’s volume [Jar09].
Equation (4-3) can be re-arranged so that the change in total MEA capacitance
DCMEA induced by the inserted sphere is proportional to the integral over Vcell [Jar09]:
Welecf – Welec0 =

1
Re{ ò Vcell Eext · P*cell dV }
2

1
1
(CMEAf – CMEA0 ) fRF2 = Re{ ò Vcell Eext · P*cell dV }
2
2

\ DCMEA = CMEAf – CMEA0
=

1
2
f RF

Re{ ò Vcell Eext · P*cell dV }

(4-4)

The sphere polarization Pcell can be written as [Jar09]:
Pcell = ( ecell – emed ) Ecell

(4-5)

where Ecell is the RMS phasor of the electric field induced within the sphere by the
separation of electrical charges, emed = e'med - j e”med – j ( smed / w ) is the complex
permittivity of the medium, and ecell = e'cell - j e”cell – j ( scell / w ) is the complex
permittivity of the sphere [Jar09]. If I assume that a is sufficiently small for the nonuniformity of Eext to be insignificant over Vcell, then Ecell follows from Equations (3-19b)
and (3-21b) as
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é 3e med
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ù
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(4-6)

DCMEA then follows by substituting Equations (4-5) and (4-6) into Equation (4-4):
DCMEA =

=

1
2
f RF

1
2
f RF

Re{ ò Vcell Eext · P*cell dV }
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üï
ý
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(4-7)

where K is the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor, given by [Jon95]:

K=

e cell - e med
e cell + 2e med

(4-8)

In this work, the applied fRF shall oscillate in the neighbourhood of 1.478 GHz.
Pethig indicates that the intrinsic dielectric loss of deionized water (DI H2O), e”med, is at
most 5e0 in the vicinity of 1.478 GHz [Peth79]. e”med is assumed to be the same for the
diluted methylene blue solution as for DI H2O. The intrinsic dielectric loss of the
polystyrene microspheres (PSS), e”cell, is at most 0.001e0 in the vicinity of 1.478 GHz
[Agil09, Wiki09, Poly09]. Unfortunately, data regarding the intrinsic dielectric loss of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells, e”cell, is unavailable (and is consequently assumed to be
negligible). As such, both e”med and e”cell are neglected throughout the entirety of this
work.

Moreover, at GHz frequencies, the real absolute permittivities dominate the

conduction losses, e’med >> smed/ w and e’cell >> scell/w. As such, Equation (4-8) can be
approximated as [Jar09]:
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¢ K ¥ a 3 E ext
4pe med
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(4-9)

where K¥ is the w ® ¥ limit of Re{K}, given by

K ¥ = lim {Re{K }} »
w ®¥

¢ - e med
¢
e cell
¢ + 2e med
¢
e cell

(4-10)

Equation (4-9) demonstrates that a spherical cell, with a fixed radius a and fixed
real absolute permittivity e'cell, shall produce a DCMEA signature proportional to Eext2 / fRF2
as encountered along its trajectory [Jar09].
Equation (4-9) is valid only for the special case of a homogeneous lossy dielectric
sphere suspended in a homogeneous isotropic lossy dielectric medium and subjected to a
non-uniform time-harmonic external electric field Eext. As the PSS used in this work are
essentially homogeneous lossy dielectric spheres, Equation (4-9) can be directly applied
to compute the scaling factor required to convert the Eext2 / fRF2 encountered along the
PSS trajectory to the associated DCMEA signature (as is done in Chapter 5). However, the
S. cerevisiae cells used in this work posses a highly heterogeneous internal structure, and
thus must be represented as equivalent homogeneous lossy dielectric spheres before
Equation (4-9) can be applied to compute the scaling factor required to convert the
Eext2 / fRF2 encountered along the cellular trajectory to the associated DCMEA signature (as
is done in Sections 7.3-7.4).

4.2

Simulated Microelectrode Array Electric Fields
COMSOL® Multiphysics was used to construct a two dimensional (2-D) finite

element model of the detection zone, presented as Figure 4-1, as defined by the
microfluidic cross-channel and the MEA. The microfluidic cross-channel was modeled
as a 40 mm deep and a 1 mm long rectangular subdomain.

To model the diluted

methylene blue solution, the cross-channel subdomain was filled with a real absolute
permittivity e'med of 78e0 [Wang93a] and conductivity smed of 33.4 mS/cm (as measured
with a Thermo Scientific Orion 3 Star portable conductivity meter with an Orion
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01300SMD Conductivity Cell probe). The MEA was placed at the bottom of the crosschannel subdomain, centered along its length. Each microelectrode was infinitesimally
thin, 25 mm wide, and given a 25 mm edge-to-edge separation.

The innermost

microelectrode was grounded, and a 1 Vp 1.5 GHz time-harmonic electric potential fRF
was applied to the outer microelectrodes. As the remaining top and bottom subdomain
boundaries represent the interface between the cross-channel interior and the electrically
insulating Borofloat glass wafers, the electrical insulation Neumann boundary condition
was assumed along these boundaries. Electrical insulation boundary conditions were also
assumed along the leftmost and rightmost subdomain boundaries, where the electric field
Eext generated by the MEA is expected to be negligible as a consequence of the
separation between these boundaries and the MEA.

Figure 4-1: Geometry of detection zone as simulated within COMSOL® Multiphysics.
The Electric Currents module was then used to solve the complex form of
Laplace’s Equation, Ñ·(eÑf) = 0, and subsequently compute the spatially non-uniform
peak electric field Eext = -Ñf. As Eext was generated by a simulated 1 Vp 1.5 GHz fRF,
the solved Eext represents Eext as normalized to fRF.

Figure 4-2 presents plots of

Eext2 / fRF2 along various constant elevation hcell trajectories parallel with the bottom of
Figure 4-1. The largest plot within Figure 4-2 corresponds to hcell = 4.0 mm, whereas as
the second largest plot corresponds to hcell = 5.0 mm, and so on until the smallest plot
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corresponds to hcell = 40.0 mm. Depending upon the value of hcell, the maximum of the
Eext2 / fRF2 along a constant elevation hcell trajectory can vary from 5x107 to 1.4x109 m-2.

Figure 4-2: Eext2 / fRF2 along various constant elevation trajectories
parallel to the bottom of the cross-channel subdomain.
As the MEA is much smaller than the simulated 1.5 GHz wavelength of fRF,
Figure 4-2 is a good approximation of the peak Eext2 / fRF2 produced by both the 1.478
GHz sensing potential fRF and the 10-1000 kHz dielectrophoretic (DEP) actuation
potential fDEP in practice (with the substitution fRF → fDEP employed in the latter case).
Figure 4-2 shows that: (1) at a given lateral position, Eext2 / fRF2 decreases as hcell
increases; (2) near the MEA, local maxima in Eext2 / fRF2 correspond to microelectrode
edges; (3) the maxima at the outermost edges are much smaller than the other maxima; (4)
near the MEA, local minima in Eext2 / fRF2 correspond to the microelectrode and intermicroelectrode gap centers; (5) as hcell increases, the maxima bordering each gap collapse
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into maxima at each gap’s center; (6) as hcell increases, the maxima at the outermost
microelectrode edges vanish; and (7) the location of the minima at the gap centers are
independent of hcell.

A negative DEP (nDEP) force, FDEP, repels cells from the

Eext2 / fDEP2 maxima and attracts cells towards the Eext2 / fDEP2 minima [Jon95].
Conversely, a positive DEP (pDEP) force, FDEP, attracts cells toward the Eext2 / fDEP2
maxima and repels cells from the Eext2 / fDEP2 minima [Jon95].

4.3

Simulated Bioparticle Trajectories
Once the peak Eext produced by the 1 Vp 1.5 GHz fRF has been solved, the

Particle Tracing post-processing module can then be used to simulate the trajectory of a
spherical particle as it passes through the detection zone. Within these simulations, the
particle is treated as a point particle (corresponding to the particle’s center) subjected to
user-specified forces directed along both Cartesian axes.
The particle is initially placed 125 mm to the left of the MEA center and given an
initial velocity n cell approximated by the fluid velocity nmed.

As is typical within

microfluidics, a Poiseuille nmed profile is assumed:

nmed ≈ 6 < nmed > ( hcell / dCh ) [ 1 - ( hcell / dCh ) ]

(4-11)

where < nmed > is the mean nmed, hcell is the particle’s elevation, and dCh is the channel’s
40 mm depth [Hua97,Whi03]. < nmed > and the initial elevation hcell0 are matched to
experimental observations.
A mass is also associated with the simulated point particle, given as
mcell = ( 4 p / 3 ) a3 rcell

(4-12)

where rcell is the density of the particle (1050 kg m-3 for both PSS and S. cerevisiae
[Poly09, Raf07]).
The first specified force is the DEP force FDEP, as given in Equation (3-31). To
computed FDEP using the simulated Eext2 / fRF2 in conjunction with Equation (3-31), the
simulated Eext2 / fRF2 must be scaled by half the peak magnitude of fDEP to obtain the
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RMS Eext2 produced by fDEP. The full DEP spectrum can be simulated by varying the
specified value for Re{K}. FDEP is specified along both Cartesian axes.
The second specified force is the viscous fluid drag force Fdrag, given by Stoke’s
law as
Fdrag ≈ -6 p hmed a ( ncell - nmed )

(4-13)

where hmed is the fluid medium’s viscosity (known to be 1 mPa s for DI H2O [Res02] and
assumed to be 1 mPa s for the diluted methylene blue solution) and a is the particle’s
effective radius [Hua97]. Fdrag is specified along both Cartesian axes.
FDEP and Fdrag are the most significant forces acting on passing particles, and are
the only two forces considered within this particle tracing simulation. At the length scale
of micrometers, Brownian motion is negligible [Hug03]. More significant, in practice,
are the gravitational and hydrodynamic lift forces, Fgrav and Flift [Hua97]. Fgrav acts to
pull particles towards the bottom of the microfluidic cross-channel. Flift acts to push
particles away from the edges of the microfluidic cross-channel. Ideally, both Fgrav and
Flift would be considered within this particle tracing simulation. However, the exact form
for Flift to be used in this application is unclear [Hua97, You03]. Although the exact
form of Fgrav is clear [Hua97], Fgrav was also excluded from this particle tracing
simulation. The exclusion of Fgrav is sensible as: (1) Fgrav and Flift are opposing near the
bottom of the cross-channel; and (2) DCMEA signatures are relatively weak near the top of
the cross-channel, and particles are thus rarely detected when hcell is exceedingly high.
At each time-step, the particle’s position rcell = xcell ax + hcell ay and velocity n cell
are re-calculated via
mcell (dncell/dt) = FDEP(rcell,n cell,t) + Fgrav(rcell,ncell,t)

(4-14)

The short effective time response of Fdrag necessitates that time steps no larger
than 5 ms be used during the simulation, to ensure stability. The simulation runs until
either 200 000 time steps have occurred or the particle contacts a subdomain boundary.
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Chapter 5
The Dielectrophoretic Actuation & Capacitive
Detection of Polystyrene Microspheres in This Work
Impedance based cytometers commonly use polystyrene microspheres (PSS) as
model biological particles (bioparticles) [Che04, Wood07]; capitalizing on their well
defined spherical shape, diameter, and homogeneous electrical parameters. Moreover,
PSS can be utilized as a coated base adhering to other bioparticles via biochemical
reactions (such that within a biotin-streptavidin complex [Dia91] and protein-ligand pair
complexes [Pie06]) for various bioassays.
In this work, the capacitive cytometer shall be calibrated using the experimental
sense signal, S, signatures generated by unactuated 5.68 ± 0.305 mm diameter PSS (from
Polysciences, Inc. [Poly09]) suspended in deionized water (DI H2O). This calibration,
which estimates the capacitive cytometer’s overall sensitivity dS/dCMEA and resolution
|dCMEA|, is presented in Section 6.2.
Following the capacitive cytometer calibration, actuated PSS suspended in a
diluted methylene blue solution shall be studied (to use the same fluid in which the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells shall be suspended in Chapters 7-9). The initial PSS
elevation, hcell0, shall be estimated by comparing the measured microelectrode array
(MEA) capacitance perturbation, DCMEA, signatures to the simulated external electric
field squared magnitude to MEA potential squared magnitude, Eext2 / fRF2, plots. The
initial and final lateral PSS velocities, ncellx0 and ncellxf, shall be estimated from the optical
assay video. A finite element simulation of the PSS trajectory, as subjected to the
dielectrophoretic (DEP) force FDEP and the viscous fluid drag force Fdrag, shall be
compared to the experimentally observed PSS trajectories to verify the experimentally
observed DEP spectrum. This analysis is presented in Section 6.3.
The PSS are readily modeled as homogeneous lossy dielectric spheres with radius
a = 2.84 mm [Poly09], real absolute permittivity e’cell = 2.5e0 [Poly09], and conductivity

scell = 2 mS/cm [Che04]. The intrinsic dielectric loss of PSS, e”cell, is at most 0.001e0 in
the vicinity of 1.478 GHz and is consequently neglected [Agil09, Wiki09, Poly09].
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The DI H2O is modeled as a homogeneous isotropic lossy dielectric medium with
real absolute permittivity e’med = 78e0 [Wang93a] and conductivity smed = 18 mS/cm (as
measured with a Thermo Scientific Orion 3 Star portable conductivity meter with an
Orion 01300SMD Conductivity Cell probe).

Similarly, the diluted methylene blue

solution is modeled as a homogeneous isotropic lossy dielectric medium with e’med = 78e0
(assumed to be the same as DI H2O) and smed = 33.4 mS/cm (as measured with the
aforementioned conductivity meter). Notably, the e’ of DI H2O exhibits a relaxation
centered about 10-20 GHz, in which the static 78e0 drops to approximately 1.155e0
[Peth79]. As the largest frequency applied to the MEA is less than 2 GHz, e'med can be
safely assumed to be a constant 78e0 throughout the entirety of this work. Moreover,
Pethig indicates that the e” of DI H2O is at most 5e0 in the vicinity of 1.478 GHz [Peth79].
As the fluid medium’s intrinsic dielectric loss e”med is assumed to be the same for the
diluted methylene blue solution as for DI H2O, e”med is neglected throughout this work.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix C.1 uses the aforementioned model
parameters with Equation (3-32) to plot the DEP spectrum of PSS as suspended in each
fluid. These DEP spectra plots are presented as Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Theoretical DEP spectra of PSS as used in this work.
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Equations (3-33a) through (3-35) predict that: (1) the DEP spectrum of PSS
suspended in DI H2O drops from a w ® 0 limit of K0 ≈ -0.42 to a w ® ¥ limit of K¥ ≈
-0.48 via a Maxwell-Wagner interfacial relaxation centered at fMW = 1/(2ptMW) ≈ 430.95
kHz; and (2) the DEP spectrum of PSS suspended in the diluted methylene blue solution
drops from K0 ≈ -0.46 to K¥ ≈ -0.48 via a Maxwell-Wagner interfacial relaxation
centered at fMW = 1/(2ptMW) ≈ 780.29 kHz. These predictions are clearly visible within
Figure 5-1.
Assuming that e’med = 78e0, a = 2.84 mm, and K¥ = -0.48: Equation (4-9) predicts
a -9.54 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor for converting the 5x107 to 1.4x109 m-2 Eext2 / fRF2
profiles of Figure 4-2 into the corresponding -5 to -134 aF MEA capacitance perturbation
DCMEA signatures induced by PSS as used in this work.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of a Homogeneous
Polystyrene Microsphere Population
6.1

Polystyrene Microsphere Sample Preparation
In Section 6.2, the capacitive cytometer shall be calibrated using the experimental

sense signal, S, signatures generated by unactuated 5.68 ± 0.305 mm diameter
Polysciences, Inc. [Poly09] polystyrene microspheres (PSS) suspended in deionized
water (DI H2O).

As discussed in Chapter 5, the PSS are readily modeled as

homogeneous lossy dielectric spheres with radius a = 2.84 mm [Poly09], real absolute
permittivity e’cell = 2.5e0 [Poly09], negligible intrinsic dielectric loss e”cell [Agil09,
Wiki09, Poly09], and conductivity scell = 2 mS/cm [Che04]. As is also discussed in
Chapter 5, the DI H2O is modeled as a homogeneous isotropic lossy dielectric medium
with e’med = 78e0 [Wang93a], negligible e”med [Peth79], and smed = 18 mS/cm (as
measured with a Thermo Scientific Orion 3 Star portable conductivity meter with an
Orion 01300SMD Conductivity Cell probe).
In Section 6.3, actuated PSS suspended in a diluted methylene blue solution are
studied (to use the same fluid in which Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells shall be
suspended in Chapters 7-9). To prepare the solution: (1) 10 mg of methylene blue
trihydrate (C16H18ClN3S·3H2O) was stirred into 10 mL of DI H2O; (2) the solution was
filtered and further diluted with DI H2O, yielding a total 100 mL volume; (3) 5 mg of
sodium citrate dihydrate (Na3C6H5O7·2H2O) was mixed into this solution; and (4) this
solution was further diluted with 300 mL of DI H2O. The final solution’s conductivity

smed is 33.4 mS/cm (as measured with the aforementioned conductivity meter). The real
absolute permittivity of the solution is assumed to be that of DI H2O, e’med = 78e0. The
intrinsic dielectric loss of the solution, e”med, is also assumed to be that of DI H2O and is
neglected.
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6.2

Capacitive Cytometer Calibration Using
Unactuated Polystyrene Microspheres
Figure 6-1 presents the experimental S signature of an unactuated PSS suspended

in DI H2O (measured using a 3 ms lock-in amplifier (LIA) time constant with a 12
dB/octave roll off). By comparing the shape of Figure 6-1 to the simulated external
electric field squared magnitude to squared microelectrode array (MEA) potential,
Eext2 / fMEA2, plots of Figure 4-2: the elevation, hcell, of the detected PSS was estimated as
6±1 mm.

Using the -9.54 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Chapter 5, the

hcell = 6 mm plot of Figure 4-2 was converted into the theoretical hcell = 6 mm MEA
capacitance perturbation, DCMEA, signature. The hcell = 6 mm DCMEA signature is -46 aF at
the outermost inter-microelectrode gap (the feature most insensitive to hcell), whilst the S
signature is -2.64 V at this point. It thus follows that the capacitive cytometer’s overall
sensitivity dS/dCMEA ≈ 57 mV/aF.

The mean-subtracted root mean squared (RMS)

background noise voltage VRMS was measured within the 0-1 s window of Figure 6-1 as
51 mV. The capacitive cytometer’s resolution |dCMEA| thus follows as approximately 900
zF (at this particular LIA setting; as VRMS is not strictly white noise, a zF /

Hz

resolution

cannot be quoted). This |dCMEA| is acceptable when detecting the -2 to -46 aF DCMEA
induced by Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells (as estimated in Section 7.4).

Figure 6-1: Experimental PSS S signature used for capacitive cytometry calibration.
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6.3

Analysis of Actuated Polystyrene Microspheres
A sample of PSS suspended in the diluted methylene blue solution was prepared

as outlined in Section 6.1. This sample was injected into the microflow cytometer, which
was simultaneously operated as both an optical assay and a capacitive cytometer. The
relative elevation of the syringes was adjusted until the PSS were observed to pass over
the MEA with an average cross-over time of approximately 400 ms. The time-harmonic
dielectrophoretic (DEP) actuation potential fDEP was set to: 0 Vp and 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Approximately 20 minutes of data was gathered at each fDEP setting. Each experimental
dataset was then examined to select five S signatures, with no bias as to the initial PSS
elevation hcell0, which were visually confirmed to correspond to individual PSS passing
over the MEA.

Each S signature was converted into a DCMEA signature using the

capacitive cytometer’s dS/dCMEA ≈ 57 mV/aF overall sensitivity (as computed in Section
6.2).
6.3.A Analysis of fDEP = 0 Vp Data
Figure 6-2 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the
baseline fDEP = 0 Vp dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm (as is
consistent with the observation of my colleague Marija Nikolic-Jaric that over 90% of
PSS pass over the MEA with a 3-7 mm hcell0 [Jar09]).
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Figure 6-2: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced by passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The Open Source Physics program Tracker 2.60 [Track09] was then used to
analyze the captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of
Figure 6-2. Once a given Audio Video Interleave (AVI) file was loaded: (1) a resize
filter, set with a 720 width x 480 height input and a 640 width x 480 height output, was
applied to compensate for Digital Video (DV) formatted video spatial distortions; (2) a
brightness filter, set with a brightness of -14 and a contrast of 77.0, was applied to
facilitate the identification of PSS; and (3) a x2 zoom was employed to improve the
accuracy in identifying the center of a given PSS. The known 125 mm distance between
the MEA’s outermost edges was used as a dimensional reference. An orthogonal set of
coordinate axes were defined such that the y-axis runs down the MEA’s center and the
x-axis is in the general direction of the PSS velocity n cell. The AVI video was scanned
until an individual PSS crossing corresponding to an experimental DCMEA signature was
identified. A point mass track was then employed, in which the spatial position of the
said PSS’s center is manually identified in each frame of its recorded passage. Figure 6-3
presents an example of this Tracker analysis.
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Figure 6-3: A point mass track is used within Tracker 2.60
to yield the experimental xcell(t) profile of a passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The point mass track yields a lateral position xcell versus elapsed time t dataset
which can be exported into other programs for further analysis. Specifically, these xcell(t)
profiles were exported in Microsoft® Excel 2007 to produce comma separated value
(CSV) files which can be read by MATLAB® for further analysis.
The MATLAB® program presented in Appendix D reads in the CSV file
containing the xcell(t) profiles corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 6-2.
Figure 6-4 presents these five xcell(t) profiles.
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Figure 6-4: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the lateral PSS velocity ncellx(t)
profiles corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 6-2 via the first-order backward
finite difference approximation.

Linear interpolation was then employed to fit each

ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure
6-5 presents these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 6-5: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in
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ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 6-1 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 6-1: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx
Profiles of Passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

526.92

598.10

%Dncellx
13.5

2

500.37

521.34

4.2

3

637.70

726.44

13.9

4

589.27

479.34

-18.7

5

663.68

640.68

-3.5

E{ }

583.59

593.18

1.9

s{ }

69.8

97.7

13.6

Table 6-1: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx
profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 6-6 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 6-2 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 6-6: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
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Table 6-2: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx}
and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} Profiles of Passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

652.99

702.88

%Dncellx
7.6

E{ncellx}

577.63

593.18

2.7

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

502.28

483.47

-2.9

Table 6-2: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx}
and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 6-6. In this simulation, the particle was initially placed at
( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 583.59 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 6-1). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate the mean of the
parabolic fluid velocity profile as < nmed > = 889.28 ax mm/s. The particle tracing
simulation proceeded to compute the trajectory of the PSS as subjected to the vicious
fluid drag force, Fdrag, computed using Equation (4-13). Both the elapsed time t and
Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1)
xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 6-7 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 6-6. Figure
6-7 Figure 8-9 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the
experimental E{ncellx} profile. As this simulation did not include a DEP actuation force
FDEP, the simulated hcell and ncellx remained constant.
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Figure 6-7: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates
the experimental E{ncellx} profile of passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
Figure 6-8 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -9.54 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Chapter 5.
Curiously, Figure 6-8 depicts a significantly larger DCMEA signature than those featured in
Figure 6-2. However, the similarity in the shape of Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-2 verifies
that hcell0 = 5 mm was a reasonable assumption within the particle tracing simulation.

Figure 6-8: Simulated DCMEA signature induced by passing PSS with fDEP = 0 Vp.
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6.3.B Analysis of fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz Data
Figure 6-9 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the

fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.

Figure 6-9: Experimental DCMEA signatures
induced by passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated to analyze the
captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure
6-9, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file.

The MATLAB® program of

Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 6-10 presents these five xcell(t) profiles.
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Figure 6-10: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 6-9 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each ncellx(t) profile
to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 6-11 presents
these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 6-11: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in
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ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 6-3 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 6-3: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx
Profiles of Passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

352.15

656.76

%Dncellx
86.5

2

403.34

465.86

15.5

3

399.68

727.17

81.9

4

489.29

710.09

45.1

5

409.09

798.80

95.3

E{ }

410.71

671.73

64.9

s{ }

49.45

125.8

33.6

Table 6-3: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx
profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 6-12 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 6-4 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 6-12: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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Table 6-4: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx}
and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} Profiles of Passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

462.86

799.49

%Dncellx
72.7

E{ncellx}

410.71

671.73

63.6

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

358.56

543.98

40.1

Table 6-4: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx}
and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 6-12. In this simulation, the particle was initially placed at
( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 410.71 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 6-3). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 625.84 ax
mm/s. The real part of the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re{K}, was assumed to be
-0.46 (referring to Figure 5-1).

The particle tracing simulation then proceeded to

compute the trajectory of the particle as subjected to FDEP and Fdrag, computed using
Equations (3-31) and (4-13), respectively. Both the elapsed time t and Eext2 / fRF2 were
plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1) xcell, hcell, and t;
and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 6-13 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 6-12. Figure
6-13 Figure 8-9 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the
experimental E{ncellx} profile. Table 6-5 presents the corresponding %Dncellx analysis of
this simulated profile.
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Figure 6-13: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates
the experimental E{ncellx} profile of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Table 6-5: %Dncellx Analysis of Simulated n cellx
Profile of Passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

Simulation

410.67

673.58

%Dncellx
64.0

Table 6-5: %Dncellx analysis of simulated ncellx
profile of passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Figure 6-14 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -9.54 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Chapter 5.
Curiously, Figure 6-14 depicts a significantly larger DCMEA signature than those featured
in Figure 6-9. However, the similarity in the shape of Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-9 verifies
that hcell0 = 5 mm was a reasonable assumption within the particle tracing simulation.
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Figure 6-14: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing PSS with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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Chapter 7
The Dielectrophoretic Actuation & Capacitive
Detection of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in This Work
7.1

Saccharomyces cerevisiae as the Model Eukaryote
In the 3.5-3.9 billion years since life on Earth originated as prokaryotes, evolution

has yielded a grand myriad of cells [Campb02]. Basic cellular mechanism studies have
pragmatically focused on a few specific species that serve as representative models
[Phil09, Karp05]. In particular, the bacterium Escherichia coli (abbr. E. coli) posses
several ideal properties: (1) procurement and isolation is simple; (2) grow is rapid, with
division as frequent as every 20 minutes; (3) plated colonies afford grouping a cell’s
descendants; (4) mutation is straightforward; and (5) a wide variety of alternative
metabolisms are exhibited, including aerobic or anaerobic growth and the ability to selfsynthesize metabolites absent from the environment [Phil09, Campb02]. This metabolic
flexibility affords the isolation of auxotrophic mutants (unable to synthesize an essential
metabolite), facilitating the identification of major metabolic pathway enzymes [Phil09].
All animal, plant, and fungus cells are eukaryotes, containing their
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) within a membrane-bound nucleus. Many eukaryotes also
posses other elaborate intracellular membrane-bound structures absent within other cells.
As a bacterium, E. coli is profoundly different from a eukaryote. To study eukaryotic
specific processes, a eukaryotic model must be selected. Ideally, this model should be
closely related, or directly useful, to humans. Among single-celled eukaryotes, fungi are
most closely related to animal cells (as proved by ribosomal ribonucleic acid (RNA))
[Phil09]. The fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae (abbr. S. cerevisiae), known as baker’s,
brewer’s, or budding yeast, serves as the representative eukaryotic model [Phil09,
Karp05]. S. cerevisiae was domesticated millennia ago and aerobically acts as the agent
releasing CO2 bubbles to level bread or anaerobically converts sugars into alcohol during
fermentation [Campb02, Phil09].

Like E. coli, S. cerevisiae exhibits a variety of

alternative metabolisms and affords auxotrophic mutant isolation [Phil09]. S. cerevisiae
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also grows remarkably fast for a eukaryote, doubling as frequently as every 90 minutes
[Phil09].

S. cerevisiae shares many specific metabolic pathways with animal cells,

including many absent in E. coli [Phil09]. As the complete genomes of two parents are
blended and recombined within offspring, S. cerevisiae has traditional eukaryotic sex
[Phil09].

Moreover, S. cerevisiae can grow as a haploid, with one copy of every

chromosome, or as a diploid, with copies of every chromosome from both parents
[Phil09]. As such, S. cerevisiae has been used for the genetic and molecular dissection of
eukaryotic-specific behaviours [Phil09].

7.2

Subcellular Structure of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Figure 7-1 presents a cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a S.

cerevisiae cell engaged in budding (produced by Dr. O. Mueller and graciously provided
by Dr. I. Walther of the Space Biology Group, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Zürich, Switzerland) [SACE09]. It is observed that S. cerevisiae is roughly ellipsoidal,
and is comprised of a complex cytoplasmic interior enclosed by a thin cytoplasmic
membrane (cm) and a thicker cell wall (cw). The cell wall is possessed of narrow pores
impermeable to molecules with a molecular weight in excess of 4500, but permeable to
smaller molecules including inorganic ions, amino acids, and sugars [Asa76].

The

cytoplasmic membrane acts as a selectively permeable barrier to these smaller molecules,
with porous channels that can be actively opened and closed to maintain the
concentrations within the cytoplasmic interior necessary to sustain life [Asa76]. The
heterogeneous cytoplasmic interior of S. cerevisiae is unquestionably eukaryotic,
possessing a nucleus (n) bounded by a nuclear membrane (nm), a vacuole (v) bounded by
a vacuole membrane (vm), mitochondria (m), storage granules (sg), and various other
organelles.
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Figure 7-1: Cross-sectional SEM of a budding S. cerevisiae cell [SACE09].

7.3

Lossy Dielectric Models of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae Cells as Used in This Work
The constitutive subcellular electrical parameters of S. cerevisiae have been

inferred using electrorotation (ROT) data [Fuhr85, Wang93a, Höl90, Höl92, Höl97,
Asa76, Asa96].

The complex heterogeneous cytoplasmic interior of S. cerevisiae

necessitates that experimental ROT data be fitted to simplified cellular models.
Frequently, the subcellular electrical properties of S. cerevisiae are extracted by fitting
experimental ROT spectra to a cellular model comprised of a homogeneous cytoplasmic
sphere surrounded by concentric homogeneous spherical shells representing the
cytoplasmic membrane and the cell wall [Fuhr85, Wang93a]. Unfortunately, Hölzel
found that this two-shelled model failed to accurately simulate his experimentally
observed ROT spectra under 3 kHz [Höl97]. However, Hölzel was able to obtain an
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excellent agreement with his experimental ROT spectra over a broad 100 Hz to 1.6 GHz
bandwidth by using a four-shelled model [Höl97]. These additional shells are not an
arbitrary increase in the model’s complexity so as to improve the fit to the experimental
ROT spectrum, as SEMs of S. cerevisiae suggest a three-layered structure beyond the
cytoplasmic membrane [Vit61, Moo92, Mulh94]. Immediately beyond the cytoplasmic
membrane is a localized electron-opaque layer referred to as the periplasmic space
[Gan95]. This periplasmic space is then followed by a more transparent inner cell wall
layer and a highly opaque outer cell wall layer. Notably, Asami et al. also presented a
four-shelled model for S. cerevisiae, in which the vacuole is modeled as a homogeneous
sphere, followed by concentric homogeneous spherical shells representing the vacuole
membrane, the cytoplasmic space beyond the vacuole, the cytoplasmic membrane, and
the cell wall [Asa96]. This model facilitated Asami et al.’s comparison between the ROT
spectrum of wild and vacuole-deficient mutant S. cerevisiae strains [Asa96]. Raicu et al.
also present a multi-shelled cellular model for S. cerevisiae which considers the vacuole
and its membrane as separate layers [Rai96]. Hölzel attempted a least-squares error (LSE)
fit based upon a model which also included the vacuole and its membrane as separate
layers, but found that this model yielded unrealistic parameter values [Höl97]. This
failure demonstrates that the conditions of a biological model constrain its
correspondence to experimental data [Höl97].
As subcellular conductivities vary with the external medium conductivity smed,
Hölzel measured the ROT spectra for a single viable S. cerevisiae cell using smed ≈ 0.7,
20, 90, and 550 mS/cm [Höl97]. Notably, Hölzel found that the four-shell model was
only required to simulate the low frequency ROT spectrum at a low smed ≈ 0.7 mS/cm.
The traditional two-shelled model yielded a fair agreement at a moderate smed ≈ 20
mS/cm and smed ≈ 90 mS/cm, and an excellent agreement at a high smed ≈ 550 mS/cm.
Each layer within the multi-shelled spherical cellular model for S. cerevisiae is
defined by three distinct parameters: thickness (or radius), real relative permittivity e’,
and conductivity s. To estimate subcellular conductivities using his ROT data, Hölzel
used cellular dimensions derived from SEMs [Vit61, Moo92, Mulh94], and e’ values
reported elsewhere in the literature [Asa76, Peth79, Fuhr85, Höl90, Asa96].

The

subcellular dimensions and e’ values used by Hölzel are summarized in Table 7-1a. Data
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regarding the intrinsic dielectric loss, e”, of S. cerevisiae is unavailable and is
consequently assumed to be negligible.
In Table 7-1a, the fluid medium’s real absolute permittivity e'med is assumed to be
that of deionized water (DI H2O), e'med = 78e0 [Wang93a]. Notably, the real absolute
permittivity of DI H2O exhibits a relaxation centered about 10-20 GHz, in which the
static 78e0 drops to approximately 1.155e0 [Peth79]. As the largest frequency applied to
the microelectrode array (MEA) is less than 2 GHz, e'med can be safely assumed to be a
constant 78e0 throughout the entirety of this work. Moreover, Pethig indicates that the e”
of DI H2O is at most 5e0 in the vicinity of 1.478 GHz [Peth79]. As the fluid medium’s
intrinsic dielectric loss e”med is assumed to be the same for the diluted methylene blue
solution as for DI H2O, e”med is neglected throughout this work.
Table 7-1a: Subcellular Viable S. cerevisiae Dimensions
and Real Relative Permittivities Used by Hölzel
Layer

Radius or Thickness

e 'r

Cytoplasm (cyt)

3.0 mm Radius

51

Membrane (mem)

3.5 nm Thick

3

Periplasmic space (pps)

25 nm Thick

14.4

Inner Cell Wall (icw)

110 nm Thick

60

Outer Cell Wall (ocw)

50 nm Thick

5.9

Medium (med)

N/A

78

Table 7-1a: Subcellular viable S. cerevisiae dimension
and real relative permittivities used by Hölzel [Höl97].
The subcellular conductivities were then obtained via a combined LSE fit of the
ROT spectrum at each smed [Höl97]. Hölzel’s results are summarized in Table 7-1b.
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Table 7-1b: Subcellular Viable S. cerevisiae Conductivities Computed by Hölzel

smed

scyt

smem

spps

sicw

socw

[mS/cm]

[mS/cm]

[mS/cm]

[mS/cm]

[mS/cm]

[mS/cm]

0.7

9400

0.0058

11

6.1

100

20

12 000

0.029

41

29

200

90

12 000

0.046

41

62

200

550

12 000

0.037

41

240

200

Table 7-1b: Subcellular viable S. cerevisiae conductivities computed by Hölzel [Höl97].
Hölzel’s dataset suggests that only smem and sicw vary with smed, provided that

smed ≥ 20 mS/m. As such, scyt, spps, and socw were assumed to be independent of smed at
the smed ≈ 33.4 mS/cm of this work. The invariability of scyt with smed is unsurprising, as
the cell is actively maintaining the concentrations of ionic species, amino acids, and
sugars within its cytoplasmic interior that are necessary to sustain life [Asa76]. smem and

sicw were plotted using Microsoft® Excel 2007 to yield LSE fits to Hölzel’s data. Figure
7-2a shows a logarithmic LSE fit to Hölzel’s smem data that can be used to estimate smem
given smed. Hölzel and Lamprecht suggest that the nonlinear turn-off behaviour in smem
at exceedingly low smed values corresponds to the tight closure of the membrane’s ionic
channels to prevent the loss of cytoplasmic electrolytes to the surrounding environment
[Höl92]. Figure 7-2b shows a linear LSE fit to Hölzel’s sicw data that can be used to
estimate sicw given smed. The linear behaviour of sicw with smed is unsurprising, as the
cell wall is permeable to ions, amino acids, and sugars [Asa76].

Given the stated

permeability of the cell wall [Asa76], the invariability of socw and spps with smed
suggested by Hölzel’s data is curious.
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Figure 7-2a: Logarithmic fit to Hölzel’s viable S. cerevisiae smem(smed) data [Höl97].

Figure 7-2b: Linear fit to Hölzel’s viable S. cerevisiae sicw(smed) data [Höl97].
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In this work, S. cerevisiae cells shall be suspended within a diluted methylene
blue solution with a smed ≈ 33.4 mS/cm conductivity. Using the LSE fits of Figures 7-2a
and 7-2b, the subcellular parameters at this smed value were estimated as presented in
Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Subcellular Viable S. cerevisiae Properties Inferred from Hölzel
Layer

Radius or Thickness

e 'r

s [mS/cm]

Cytoplasm (cyt)

3.0 mm Radius

51

12 000

Membrane (mem)

3.5 nm Thick

3

0.0302

Periplasmic space (pps)

25 nm Thick

14.4

41

Inner Cell Wall (icw)

110 nm Thick

60

30.4322

Outer Cell Wall (ocw)

50 nm Thick

5.9

200

Medium (med)

N/A

78

33.4

Table 7-2: Subcellular viable S. cerevisiae properties inferred from Hölzel.
Unfortunately, Hölzel did not measure the ROT spectra of a single nonviable S.
cerevisiae cell using the distinct smed values of Table 7-1b [Höl97]. However, Hölzel and
Lamprecht measured the ROT spectra of a single heat shocked (heated to 75 °C for 5
minutes) S. cerevisiae cell using smed ≈ 25 mS/cm [Höl92]. In this paper, Hölzel and
Lamprecht used a cellular model comprised of a homogeneous cytoplasmic sphere
surrounded by concentric homogeneous spherical shells representing the cytoplasmic
membrane and the cell wall. Using subcellular dimension and real relative permittivity
assumptions, Hölzel and Lamprecht obtained subcellular conductivities via a combined
LSE fit of the ROT spectrum [Höl92]. Hölzel and Lamprecht’s results are summarized in
Table 7-3.
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Table 7-3: Subcellular Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae
Properties Presented by Hölzel and Lamprecht
Layer

Radius or Thickness

e 'r

s [mS/cm]

Cytoplasm (cyt)

3.0 mm Radius

51

100-800

Membrane (mem)

3.5 nm Thick

6

> 0.1

Cell Wall (cw)

110 nm Thick

60

300

Medium (med)

N/A

78

25

Table 7-3: Subcellular heat shocked S. cerevisiae
properties presented by Hölzel and Lamprecht [Höl92].
In this work, heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells shall be suspended in a diluted
methylene blue solution with a smed ≈ 33.4 mS/cm conductivity.

The subcellular

parameters at this smed value were estimated from Table 7-3, as presented in Table 7-4.
As the subcellular parameters in Table 7-4 are being approximated using the Table 7-3
data measured at smed ≈ 25 mS/cm, the deviation between Table 7-4 and experimental
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell observations is expected to be more significant than the
deviation between Table 7-2 and experimental viable S. cerevisiae cell observations.
Table 7-4: Subcellular Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae
Properties Inferred from Hölzel and Lamprecht
Layer

Radius or Thickness

e 'r

s [mS/cm]

Cytoplasm (cyt)

3.0 mm Radius

51

100

Membrane (mem)

3.5 nm Thick

6

0.1

Cell Wall (cw)

110 nm Thick

60

300

Medium (med)

N/A

78

33.4

Table 7-4: Subcellular heat shocked S. cerevisiae
properties inferred from Hölzel and Lamprecht.
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7.4

Theoretical Dielectrophoretic Behaviour of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Cells as Used in This Work
When deriving the induced MEA capacitance perturbation DCMEA, Equation (4-9),

and the time-averaged dielectrophoretic (DEP) force FDEP experienced by a cell,
Equation (3-31): the cell was assumed to be a single homogeneous sphere to reduce the
complexity of the considered biological system. As such, it is necessary to replace
Hölzel’s four-shelled spherical model with a single homogenous dielectric sphere.
Fortunately, Jones provides an iterative method specifically designed to model a multishelled dielectric sphere as an equivalent homogeneous dielectric sphere [Jon95].
Consider a sphere with radius rsphere and complex absolute permittivity esphere surrounded
by a single concentric spherical shell with thickness dshell and complex permittivity eshell.
Using Jones’ method, this single-shelled sphere can be replaced with an equivalent
homogeneous sphere with radius req = rsphere + dshell and complex absolute permittivity eeq,
given as [Jon95]:

e eq
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éæ r
ö
æ e
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÷
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e
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shell ø ú
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(7-1)

The effective real absolute permittivity e’eq and effective conductivity seq of the
equivalent homogeneous sphere can also be computed using Equation (7-1) by replacing
the e terms with the associated e’ and s terms, respectively.
Equation (7-1) is first used to replace the cytoplasmic sphere and the cytoplasmic
membrane shell with an equivalent homogeneous sphere. Equation (7-1) is then used
iteratively from the inside out until the entire multi-shelled model is replaced by an
equivalent homogeneous sphere.

The effective complex permittivity ecell, effective

conductivity scell, and effective real absolute permittivity e’cell of the final equivalent
homogeneous sphere which replaces the entire multi-shelled model are denoted with the
subscript cell.
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Although the multi-shelled spherical model has been replaced with an equivalent
homogeneous sphere, the Maxwell-Wagner interfaces between each layer are embedded
within the repeated applications of Equation (7-1). As such, the real part of the complex
Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re{K}, can be expressed via a partial fraction expansion as
N
ì DK MWi ü
Re{K } » K ¥ - å í
ý
2 2
i =1 î1 + w t MWi þ

(7-2)

where w is the angular frequency of the applied DEP actuation potential fDEP, tMWi is the
Maxwell-Wagner charge relaxation time of material interface i, DKMWi is the change in
Re{K} which occurs when the applied frequency f = w / ( 2 p ) of fDEP drops below the
interfacial Maxwell-Wagner dispersion fMWi = 1 / ( 2 p tMWi ), N is the number of material
layers within the multi-shelled spherical model, and K¥ is the f → ¥ limit of Re{K} as
given by Equation (3-33b) [Jon95]. Analytical computation of each tMWi and DKMWi is
difficult when multiple interfaces are present and all tMWi values are not sufficiently
disparate [Jon95]. Furthermore, Equation (7-2) does not include additional dispersions
within the fluid medium or the cell that are not associated with an interfacial polarization,
such as the 10-20 GHz relaxation exhibited by DI H2O [Peth79].
The MATLAB® program presented in Appendix C.2 uses the data tabulated in
Tables 7-2 and 7-4 in conjunction with Equations (3-32) and (7-1) to compute and plot
Figure 7-3, the DEP spectra for viable and heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells as used in this
work.
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Figure 7-3: Theoretical DEP spectra of viable and nonviable S. cerevisiae cells
suspended in the 33.4 mS/cm diluted methylene blue solution.
Figure 7-3 demonstrates that there are two distinct bands in which the viable and
nonviable DEP spectra have opposing polarities: (1) the 0-18 kHz band, in which viable
and nonviable cells experience negative DEP (nDEP) and positive DEP (pDEP) forces,
respectively; and (2) the 2.5-282.5 MHz band, in which viable and nonviable cells
experience pDEP and nDEP forces, respectively. A fDEP operating in either of these
bands is well suited for distinguishing between viable and nonviable S. cerevisiae cells
suspended in a fluid medium with a conductivity smed ≈ 33.4 mS/cm. In this work, fDEP
shall be limited to the 10-1000 kHz band. This constraint on fDEP is necessary to: (1)
prevent the accumulation of ions at the MEA which may occur if fDEP oscillated below
10 kHz, and (2) stay below the 2.5 MHz cut-off frequency of the single time-constant
filter isolating the electronics generating fDEP from the 1.478 GHz radio frequency (RF)
sensing potential fRF.
Figure 7-3 also demonstrates that both DEP spectra have K¥ ≈ -0.14. Assuming
that e’med = 78e0, a = 3 mm, and K¥ = -0.14: Equation (4-9) predicts a -3.28 x 10-26 F m2
scaling factor for converting the Eext2 / fRF2 profiles of Figure 4-2 into the corresponding
-2 to -46 aF DCMEA signatures induced by both viable and nonviable S. cerevisiae cells as
used in this work.
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Figure 7-3 shows that the viable and nonviable DEP spectra each consist of two
effective Maxwell-Wagner interfacial dispersions, f’MW1 and f’MW2. As all of the tMWi
terms of Equation (7-2) are not sufficiently disparate in either case: exact analytical
expressions for the various features within each DEP spectrum, from which their
dependence upon the various subcellular and medium conductivities and real absolute
permittivities could be directly inferred, cannot be presented [Jon95].
When a biological cell structurally similar to S. cerevisiae is exposed to an
external electric field Eext oscillating at GHz frequencies: the cytoplasmic membrane is
electrically transparent, exposing the cytoplasmic interior to Eext [Jon95, Cost03]. As the
diameter of the cytoplasmic sphere is much larger than the thickness of any of the
surrounding spherical shells of similar real absolute permittivity, it follows that K¥ is
dominated by e’cyt and e’med. A first-order approximation for K¥ thus follows from
Equation (3-33b) as:
K ¥ = lim {K } »
f ®¥

¢ - e med
¢
e cyt
¢ + 2e med
¢
e cyt

(7-3)

In both the viable and nonviable cases, Equation (7-3) predicts K¥ ≈ -0.13. The
relative percent error between the K¥ ≈ -0.14 presented within Figure 7-3 and the K¥
≈ -0.13 predicted by Equation (7-3) is 7.14%. As such, Equation (7-3) is a reasonable
first-order approximation for K¥. As e’cyt is the same in both the viable and nonviable
cases, the viable and nonviable K¥ are virtually identical. Moreover, as the dielectric
contrast between e’cyt and e’med is relatively low: |K¥| is relatively low.
When a biological cell structurally similar to S. cerevisiae is exposed to a medium
frequency (MF) Eext: the electrical impedance of the cytoplasmic membrane is relatively
low [Cost03].

MF Eext are thus able to enter the cytoplasmic membrane [Cost03].

However, as the cytoplasmic interior is highly conductive: MF Eext are prevented from
entering the cytoplasmic interior [Cost03]. It thus follows that the MF value of Re{K},
Re{KMF}, is dominated by scyt and smed. A first-order approximation for Re{KMF} thus
follows from Equation (3-33a) as:
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Re{K MF } = Re K
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(7-4)

The relative percent error between the viable case Re{KMF} ≈ 0.91 presented
within Figure 7-3 and the viable case Re{KMF} ≈ 0.99 predicted by Equation (7-4) is
8.79%. Similarly, the relative percent error between the nonviable case Re{KMF} ≈ 0.37
presented within Figure 7-3 and the nonviable case Re{KMF} ≈ 0.40 predicted by
Equation (7-4) is 8.11%.

As such, Equation (7-4) is a reasonable first-order

approximation for Re{KMF}. As scyt is 120 times greater in the viable case than in the
nonviable case, the nonviable cell’s cytoplasmic interior is more susceptible to MF Eext
than the viable cell’s cytoplasmic interior. Consequently, the viable case Re{KMF} is
significantly greater than the nonviable case Re{KMF}.
Equation (7-3) was obtained by employing the substitution e’cell → e’cyt in
Equation (3-33b). Similarly, Equation (7-4) was obtained by employing the substitution

scell → scyt in Equation (3-33a). It thus seems reasonable that a first-order approximation
for the second effective Maxwell-Wagner charge relaxation time, t'MW2, can be obtained
by employing the substitutions e’cell → e’cyt and scell → scyt in Equation (3-35):
¢ 2»
t MW

¢ + 2e med
¢
e cyt
s cyt + 2s med

(7-5)

In the viable case, Equation (7-5) predicts f’MW2 = 1 / ( 2 p t'MW2 ) ≈ 104.79 MHz.
In the nonviable case, Equation (7-5) predicts f’MW2 = 1 / ( 2 p t'MW2 ) ≈ 1.45 MHz. Both
of these predictions are reasonable first-order approximations to f’MW2 as observed in
Figure 7-3. As scyt is 120 times greater in the viable case than in the nonviable case, the
nonviable cell’s cytoplasmic interior is more susceptible to MF Eext than the viable cell’s
cytoplasmic interior. Consequently, the viable case f’MW2 is significantly higher than the
nonviable case f’MW2.
When a biological cell structurally similar to S. cerevisiae is exposed to a low
frequency (LF) Eext: the cytoplasmic membrane acts as a very low loss capacitor,
excluding Eext from the cytoplasmic membrane and interior [Jon95, Cost03]. As smem is
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greater within a nonviable cell than in a viable cell, it is expected that a nonviable cell’s
cytoplasm would be more susceptible to LF Eext than a viable cell’s cytoplasm.
Unfortunately, there appears to be no first-order approximations for the LF
features of the DEP spectra presented in Figure 7-3. To compute the f → 0 limit of K, K0:
the scell of the equivalent homogeneous sphere must be employed within Equation
(3-33a). Equation (3-33a) demonstrates that: the sign of K0 is given by the contrast
between scell and smed, K0 decreases as smed is increased, and K0 increases as smed is
decreased. As such, smed is a critical material parameter in determining the LF and MF
regimes of a fluid-suspended biological cell’s DEP spectrum. Fortunately, smed is the
material parameter that an experimenter is most easily able to tune so as to optimize the
DEP spectrum of his or her experiment. For example, the methylene blue solution of this
work was diluted with DI H2O to obtain the desired smed ≈ 33.4 mS/cm conductivity.
Given the lack of reasonable first-order approximations for the LF features of a
fluid-suspended biological cell’s DEP spectrum, it is recommended that an experimenter
simulate their DEP spectra using a complete multi-shelled cellular model and observe the
change in the LF and MF regimes as smed is varied. In this manner, the said experimenter
can select the physically realizable smed which yields the DEP spectra best suited for
studying the said cell. In this work, this strategy resulted in the selection of 33.4 mS/cm
as the optimal smed, as the viable and nonviable S. cerevisiae DEP spectra presented in
Figure 7-3 have opposing polarities within the 0-18 kHz band when smed ≈ 33.4 mS/cm.
By varying the value for smed used within the MATLAB® program presented in
Appendix C.2: the strong dependence of K0 and Re{KMF} with smed, and the virtual
independence of K¥ and f’MW2 with smed, were empirically confirmed. Moreover, it was
observed that the first effective Maxwell-Wagner interfacial dispersion, f'MW1, is strongly
dependent upon smed: increasing as smed increases and decreasing as smed decreases.
Furthermore, it was observed that if smed is sufficiently small: K0 shall approximate
Re{KMF} and consequently f’MW1 shall not be observed. Notably, it was observed that the
DEP spectra are confined to the range -0.5 ≤ Re{K} ≤ 1.0 regardless of the value of smed
employed in the computation.
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Chapter 8
Analysis of a Homogeneous Heat Shocked
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Cell Population
8.1

Heat Shocked Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sample Preparation
For this work, a 113 g jar of Fleischmann’s® Traditional active dry yeast was

purchased from the local supermarket.

In this product, dehydrated Saccharomyces

cerevisiae cells are stored within a sorbitan monostearate (C24H46O6) matrix, forming
granules. These granules are depicted in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1: Fleischmann’s® Traditional active dry yeast granules.
In this work, individual active dry yeast granules are rehydrated and mixed into a
diluted methylene blue solution (prepared as outlined in Section 6.1). Methylene blue
was selected as it preferentially stains S. cerevisiae cells whose cytoplasmic membranes
have been compromised, thus labelling only nonviable cells.
To confirm that the diluted methylene blue solution only labels nonviable cells, a
sample of rehydrated S. cerevisiae was heat shocked to comprise the cytoplasmic
membrane of every cell within the sample. The heat shocking apparatus is presented in
Figure 8-2. A single active dry yeast granule was rehydrated in 20 mL of the diluted
methylene blue solution within a 50 mL graduated glass beaker. A 500 mL graduated
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glass beaker filled with 400 mL of deionized water (DI H2O) was then heated with a hot
plate (Thermodyne Type 1900) set to 175 °C. A multimeter (Fluke 116 True RMS)
equipped with a thermocouple probe was used to monitor the heated DI H2O bath’s
temperature. Once the monitored bath temperature reached 70 °C, the 50 mL glass
beaker was partially submerged into the bath.

The thermocouple was then used to

monitor the temperature of the S. cerevisiae sample. Once the monitored S. cerevisiae
sample temperature reached 60 °C, the 50 mL glass beaker was heated for an additional 4
minutes before being removed from the heated bath and allowed to cool for 30 minutes.

Figure 8-2: A sample of S. cerevisiae cells rehydrated
in a diluted methylene blue solution being heat shocked.
A disposable syringe (BD 3 mL Slip Tip) was then used to deposit a single drop
of the heat shocked S. cerevisiae sample onto a 3” x 1” x 1.0 mm glass slide (Fisherbrand
Microscope Slide). A second glass slide (Magna No. 1 Microscope Cover Glass) was
then placed on top of the droplet. The heat shocked S. cerevisiae sample slide was then
examined using an optical microscope (Olympus BX51) fitted with a digital camera
(Diagnostic Instruments RT Color SPOT).

A micropictograph of heat shocked S.

cerevisiae sample under study is presented as Figure 8-3. Figure 8-3 demonstrates that
all of the heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells were permeable to the methylene blue dye.
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Figure 8-3: Micropictograph demonstrating that all of the
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells were permeable to the methylene blue dye.
A second active dry yeast granule was then rehydrated in another 20 mL of the
diluted methylene blue solution. No further undue stress (such as being heat shocked)
was applied to this second S. cerevisiae sample. Another disposable syringe (BD 3 mL
Slip Tip) was then used to deposit a single drop of this unstressed S. cerevisiae sample
onto another 3” x 1” x 1.0 mm glass slide (Fisherbrand Microscope Slide). Another glass
slide (Magna No. 1 Microscope Cover Glass) was then placed on top of the droplet. The
unstressed S. cerevisiae sample slide was then examined using the optical microscope. A
micropictograph of the unstressed S. cerevisiae sample under study is presented as Figure
8-4. Figure 8-4 demonstrates that a high percentage of the unstressed S. cerevisiae cells
were permeable to the methylene blue dye.

However, not all of the unstressed S.

cerevisiae cells have been stained, as was the case with the heat shocked S. cerevisiae
sample. This suggests that a high percentage of the rehydrated S. cerevisiae cells from
this batch of Fleischmann’s® Traditional active dry yeast are nonviable, with
compromised cytoplasmic membranes, prior to the application of any further undue stress.
However, as (1) the microflow cytometer analyzes cells on a cell-by-cell basis and (2) the
methylene blue dye labels the nonviable cells, the Fleischmann’s® Traditional active dry
yeast granules are suitable for this work.
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Figure 8-4: Micropictograph demonstrating that not all of the
unstressed S. cerevisiae cells were permeable to the methylene blue dye.

8.2

Analysis of Actuated Heat Shocked Saccharomyces cerevisiae
A homogeneous population of heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells suspended in the

diluted methylene blue solution was prepared as outlined in Section 8.1.

This S.

cerevisiae sample was injected into the microflow cytometer, which was simultaneously
operated as both an optical assay and a capacitive cytometer. The relative elevation of
the syringes was adjusted until the S. cerevisiae cells were observed to pass over the
microelectrode array (MEA) with an average cross-over time of approximately 400 ms.
The time-harmonic dielectrophoretic (DEP) actuation fDEP potential was then set to: 0 Vp,
1 Vp 10 kHz, 0.5 Vp 100 kHz, and 0.5 Vp 1 MHz. |fDEP| was halved in the 100 kHz and 1
MHz cases so as to reduce the cellular adhesion to the MEA observed when |fDEP| = 1 Vp.
Approximately 20 minutes of data was gathered at each fDEP setting. Each experimental
dataset was then examined to select five S signatures, with no bias as to the initial cellular
elevation hcell0, which were visually confirmed to correspond to individual stained S.
cerevisiae cells passing over the MEA. Each S signature was converted into a DCMEA
signature using the capacitive cytometer’s dS/dCMEA ≈ 57 mV/aF overall sensitivity (as
computed in Section 6.2).
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8.2.A Analysis of fDEP = 0 Vp Data
Figure 8-5 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the
baseline fDEP = 0 Vp dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm (as is
consistent with the polystyrene microsphere (PSS) observations of Section 6.3).

Figure 8-5: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced by
passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated to analyze the
captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 8-5,
yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a comma separated value (CSV) file. The MATLAB®
program of Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 8-6 presents these five xcell(t)
profiles.
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Figure 8-6: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the lateral cellular velocity

ncellx(t) profiles corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 8-5 via the first-order
backward finite difference approximation. Linear interpolation was then employed to fit
each ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps.
Figure 8-7 presents these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 8-7: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
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The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 8-1 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 8-1: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0 Vp
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

193.47

202.89

%Dncellx
4.9

2

330.47

326.12

-1.3

3

338.88

366.34

8.1

4

304.80

294.91

-3.2

5

317.91

300.10

-5.6

E{ }

297.11

298.07

0.6

s{ }

59.35

60.25

5.7

Table 8-1: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 8-8 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 8-2 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.
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Figure 8-8: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
Table 8-2: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0 Vp
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

359.02

359.11

%Dncellx
0.0

E{ncellx}

297.11

298.07

0.3

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

235.19

237.03

0.5

Table 8-2: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 8-8. In this simulation, the particle was initially placed at
( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 297.11 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 8-1). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate the mean of the
parabolic fluid velocity profile as < nmed > = 452.74 ax mm/s. The particle tracing
simulation proceeded to compute the trajectory of the cell as subjected to the vicious fluid
drag force, Fdrag, computed using Equation (4-13).

Both the elapsed time t and

Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1)
xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
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The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-9 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 8-8. Figure
8-9 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile. As this simulation did not include a DEP actuation force FDEP, the
simulated hcell and ncellx remained constant.

Figure 8-9: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the
experimental E{ncellx} profile of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
Figure 8-10 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
Figure 8-10 resembles the DCMEA signatures of Figure 8-5 in both shape and peak
magnitude, verifying that hcell0 = 5 mm was a reasonable assumption within the particle
tracing simulation.
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Figure 8-10: Simulated DCMEA signature induced by
passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0 Vp.
8.2.B Analysis of fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz Data
Figure 8-11 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the

fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.

Figure 8-11: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced by
passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated to analyze the
captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure
8-11, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file.

The MATLAB® program of

Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 8-12 presents these five xcell(t) profiles.

Figure 8-12: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 8-12 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each of these ncellx(t)
profiles to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-13
presents these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.
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Figure 8-13: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 8-3 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 8-3: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

478.32

512.75

%Dncellx
7.2

2

392.65

320.92

-18.3

3

334.14

188.65

-43.5

4

334.88

267.01

-20.3

5

248.51

305.45

22.9

E{ }

357.70

318.96

-10.39

s{ }

84.81

119.82

25.87

Table 8-3: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 8-14 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 8-4 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 8-14: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Table 8-4: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

444.25

439.89

%Dncellx
-1.0

E{ncellx}

357.70

318.96

-10.8

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

271.15

198.03

-16.5

Table 8-4: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 8-14. In an initial simulation, the particle was initially placed
at ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 357.70 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 8-3). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 545.07 ax
mm/s. The real part of the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re{K}, was assumed to be
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0.13 (referring to Figure 7-3). The particle tracing simulation then proceeded to compute
the trajectory of the cell as subjected to FDEP and Fdrag, computed using Equations (3-31)
and (4-13), respectively. In this initial simulation, the particle adhered to the MEA. As
such, the simulation was repeated with a raised initial position of ( xcell0, hcell0 ) =
( -125, 8.5 ) mm. The n cell0 = 357.70 ax mm/s assumption was maintained, and < nmed >
was re-computed as 356.25 ax mm/s. In this second simulation, the particle did not
adhere to the MEA. Both the elapsed time t and Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the
computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1) xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell,
and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-15 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 8-14. Figure
8-15 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile. Table 8-5 presents the corresponding %Dncellx analysis of this simulated
profile.

Figure 8-15: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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Table 8-5: %Dncellx Analysis of Simulated n cellx Profile
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

Simulation

357.71

279.74

%Dncellx
-21.8

Table 8-5: %Dncellx analysis of simulated ncellx profile
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Figure 8-16 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
The peak magnitude of Figure 8-16 matches the DCMEA signatures featured in Figure 8-11.
Notably, the shape of Figure 8-16 suggests that the hcell0 = 8.5 mm assumption used
within the particle tracing simulation was higher than experimentally observed. However,
the hcell0 = 8.5 mm assumption was necessary to prevent adhesion of the simulated particle
to the MEA. This may indicate that the experimentally observed Re{K} is within the
interval 0 < Re{K} < 0.13.

However, it is worth noting that the error within the

simulation as a result of neglecting the hydrodynamic lift force Flift is most prominent
when the point particle is close to the bottom of the microfluidic cross-channel
subdomain.

Figure 8-16: Simulated DCMEA signature induced by
passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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8.2.C Analysis of fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz Data
Figure 8-17 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the

fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.

Figure 8-17: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced by
passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated to analyze the
captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure
8-17, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file.

The MATLAB® program of

Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 8-18 presents these five xcell(t) profiles.
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Figure 8-18: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 8-17 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each ncellx(t) profile
to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-19 presents
these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 8-19: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
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The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 8-6 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 8-6: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

221.07

173.90

%Dncellx
-21.3

2

265.25

161.18

-39.2

3

263.40

262.42

-0.4

4

342.73

200.94

-41.4

5

387.90

265.87

-31.5

E{ }

296.07

212.86

-26.8

s{ }

67.55

48.98

16.7

Table 8-6: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 8-20 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 8-7 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.
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Figure 8-20: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
Table 8-7: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

364.80

266.36

%Dncellx
-27.0

E{ncellx}

296.07

213.26

-28.0

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

227.34

160.15

-18.4

Table 8-7: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 8-20. In an initial simulation, the particle was initially placed
at ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 296.07 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 8-6). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 451.15 ax
mm/s. Re{K} was assumed to be 0.35 (referring to Figure 7-3). The particle tracing
simulation then proceeded to compute the trajectory of the cell as subjected to FDEP and
Fdrag, computed using Equations (3-31) and (4-13), respectively. In this initial simulation,
the particle adhered to the MEA. As such, the simulation was repeated with a raised
initial position of ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 8 ) mm. The n cell0 = 296.07 ax mm/s assumption
was maintained, and < nmed > was re-computed as 308.41 ax mm/s. In this second
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simulation, the particle did not adhere to the MEA.

Both the elapsed time t and

Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1)
xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-21 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 8-21. Figure
8-21 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile. Table 8-8 presents the corresponding %Dncellx analysis of this simulated
profile.

Figure 8-21: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
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Table 8-8: %Dncellx Analysis of Simulated n cellx Profile
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

Simulation

296.08

235.70

%Dncellx
-20.4

Table 8-8: %Dncellx analysis of simulated ncellx profile
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
Figure 8-22 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
The peak magnitude of Figure 8-22 matches the DCMEA signatures featured in Figure 8-17.
Notably, the shape of Figure 8-22 suggests that the hcell0 = 8.0 mm assumption used
within the particle tracing simulation was higher than experimentally observed. However,
the hcell0 = 8.0 mm assumption was necessary to prevent adhesion of the simulated particle
to the MEA. This may indicate that the experimentally observed Re{K} is within the
interval 0 < Re{K} < 0.35.

However, it is worth noting that the error within the

simulation as a result of neglecting Flift is most prominent when the point particle is close
to the bottom of the microfluidic cross-channel subdomain.

Figure 8-22: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
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8.2.D Analysis of fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz Data
Figure 8-23 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the

fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.

Figure 8-23: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced by
passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated to analyze the
captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure
8-23, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file.

The MATLAB® program of

Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 8-24 presents these five xcell(t) profiles.
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Figure 8-24: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 8-23 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each ncellx(t) profile
to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-25 presents
these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 8-25: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
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The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 8-9 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 8-9: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

195.37

175.14

%Dncellx
-10.4

2

231.53

178.38

-23.0

3

327.79

246.19

-24.9

4

341.87

192.35

-43.7

5

209.75

173.77

-17.2

E{ }

261.26

193.17

-23.8

s{ }

68.56

30.55

12.5

Table 8-9: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 8-26 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 8-10 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.
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Figure 8-26: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing heat
shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
Table 8-10: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{n cellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

330.33

225.57

%Dncellx
-31.7

E{ncellx}

261.26

193.17

-26.1

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

192.19

160.76

-9.5

Table 8-10: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 8-26. In an initial simulation, the particle was initially placed
at ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 261.26 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 8-9). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 398.11 ax
mm/s. Re{K} was assumed to be 0.22 (referring to Figure 7-3). The particle tracing
simulation then proceeded to compute the trajectory of the cell as subjected to FDEP and
Fdrag, computed using Equations (3-31) and (4-13), respectively. In this initial simulation,
the particle adhered to the MEA. As such, the simulation was repeated with a raised
initial position of ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 7 ) mm. The n cell0 = 261.26 ax mm/s assumption
was maintained, and < nmed > was re-computed as 301.60 ax mm/s. In this second
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simulation, the particle did not adhere to the MEA.

Both the elapsed time t and

Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1)
xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 8-27 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 8-26. Figure
8-27 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile.

Table 8-11 presents the corresponding %Dncellx analysis of this

simulated profile.

Figure 8-27: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
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Table 8-11: %Dncellx Analysis of Simulated n cellx Profile
of Passing Heat Shocked S. cerevisiae Cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

Simulation

261.27

209.76

%Dncellx
-19.7

Table 8-11: %Dncellx analysis of simulated ncellx profile
of passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
Figure 8-28 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
The peak magnitude of Figure 8-28 matches the DCMEA signatures featured in Figure 8-23.
Notably, the shape of Figure 8-28 suggests that the hcell0 = 7.0 mm assumption used
within the particle tracing simulation was higher than experimentally observed. However,
the hcell0 = 7.0 mm assumption was necessary to prevent adhesion of the simulated particle
to the MEA. This may indicate that the experimentally observed Re{K} is within the
interval 0 < Re{K} < 0.22.

However, it is worth noting that the error within the

simulation as a result of neglecting Flift is most prominent when the point particle is close
to the bottom of the microfluidic cross-channel subdomain.

Figure 8-28: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 1 MHz.
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Chapter 9
Analysis of a Homogeneous Viable
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Cell Subpopulation
9.1

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sample Preparation
A single granule of Fleischmann’s® Traditional active dry yeast (presented in

Section 8.1) was rehydrated and mixed into 20 mL of the diluted methylene blue solution
(prepared as outlined in Section 6.1). Methylene blue was selected as it preferentially
stains Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells whose cytoplasmic membranes have been
compromised, thus labelling only nonviable cells. As discussed in Section 8.1, a high
percentage of the rehydrated S. cerevisiae cells from this batch of Fleischmann’s®
Traditional active dry yeast are nonviable, with compromised membranes, prior to the
application of any further undue stress (such as being heat shocked). However, as (1) the
microflow cytometer analyzes cells on a cell-by-cell basis and (2) the methylene blue dye
labels the nonviable cells: the Fleischmann’s® Traditional active dry yeast granules are
suitable for this work.

9.2

Analysis of Actuated Viable Saccharomyces cerevisiae
A heterogeneous population of viable and nonviable S. cerevisiae cells suspended

in the diluted methylene blue solution was prepared as outlined in Section 9.1. This S.
cerevisiae sample was injected into the microflow cytometer, which was simultaneously
operated as both an optical assay and a capacitive cytometer. The relative elevation of
the syringes was adjusted until the S. cerevisiae cells were observed to pass over the
microelectrode array (MEA) with an average cross-over time of approximately 400 ms.
The time-harmonic dielectrophoretic (DEP) actuation fDEP potential was then set to: 0 Vp,
1 Vp 10 kHz, 1 Vp 18 kHz, and 0.5 Vp 100 kHz. |fDEP| was halved in the 100 kHz case so
as to reduce the cellular adhesion to the MEA observed with |fDEP| = 1 Vp.
Approximately 60 minutes of data was gathered at each fDEP setting. Each experimental
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dataset was then examined to select five S signatures, with no bias as to the initial cellular
elevation hcell0, which were visually confirmed to correspond to individual unstained S.
cerevisiae cells passing over the MEA. Each S signature was converted into a DCMEA
signature using the capacitive cytometer’s dS/dCMEA ≈ 57 mV/aF overall sensitivity (as
computed in Section 6.2).
9.2.A Analysis of fDEP = 0 Vp Data
Figure 9-1 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the
baseline fDEP = 0 Vp dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm (as is
consistent with the polystyrene microsphere (PSS) observations of Section 6.3 and the
heat shocked S. cerevisiae cell observations of Section 8.2).

Figure 9-1: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated (with a refined
brightness of 50) to analyze the captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the
DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-1, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a comma separated
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value (CSV) file. The MATLAB® program of Appendix D analyzes this CSV file.
Figure 9-2 presents these five xcell(t) profiles.

Figure 9-2: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of
passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the lateral cellular velocity

ncellx(t) profiles corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-1 via the first-order
backward finite difference approximation. Linear interpolation was then employed to fit
each ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps.
Figure 9-3 presents these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.
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Figure 9-3: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 9-1 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 9-1: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0 Vp
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

290.88

299.26

%Dncellx
2.9

2

352.41

338.20

-4.0

3

607.23

575.65

-5.2

4

273.47

310.79

13.7

5

371.70

517.43

39.2

E{ }

379.14

408.27

9.3

s{ }

133.93

128.67

18.3

Table 9-1: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
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The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 9-4 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 9-2 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 9-4: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of
passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
Table 9-2: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0 Vp
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

513.11

545.61

%Dncellx
6.3

E{ncellx}

379.14

408.27

7.7

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

245.18

270.93

5.0

Table 9-2: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 9-4. In this simulation, the particle was initially placed at
( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 379.14 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 9-1). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate the mean of the
parabolic fluid velocity profile as < nmed > = 577.74 ax mm/s. The particle tracing
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simulation proceeded to compute the trajectory of the cell as subjected to the vicious fluid
drag force, Fdrag, computed using Equation (4-13).

Both the elapsed time t and

Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1)
xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-5 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 9-4. Figure
9-5 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile.

As this simulation did not include a DEP actuation force FDEP, the

simulated hcell and ncellx remained constant.

Figure 9-5: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0 Vp.
Figure 9-6 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
The shape of Figure 9-6 resembles the DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-1, verifying that
hcell0 = 5 mm was a reasonable assumption within the particle tracing simulation.
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However, the peak magnitude of Figure 9-6 is larger than the DCMEA signatures of Figure
9-1.

Figure 9-6: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0 Vp.
9.2.B Analysis of fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz Data
Figure 9-7 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the fDEP
= 1 Vp 10 kHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that they
correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.
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Figure 9-7: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated (with a refined
brightness of 50) to analyze the captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the
DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-7, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file. The
MATLAB® program of Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 9-8 presents these
five xcell(t) profiles.

Figure 9-8: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of
passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-7 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each ncellx(t) profile
to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-9 presents
these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 9-9: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 9-3 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
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Table 9-3: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

425.61

567.11

%Dncellx
33.2

2

570.50

780.26

36.8

3

463.95

736.27

58.7

4

344.92

635.86

84.3

5

246.70

507.20

105.6

E{ }

410.34

645.34

63.7

s{ }

122.29

113.76

31.1

Table 9-3: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 9-10 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 9-4 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 9-10: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
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Table 9-4: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

532.79

760.97

%Dncellx
42.8

E{ncellx}

410.34

645.34

57.3

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

287.88

529.71

45.4

Table 9-4: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 9-10. In an initial simulation, the particle was initially placed
at ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 410.34 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 9-3). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 625.28 ax
mm/s. The real part of the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re{K}, was assumed to be
-0.06 (referring to Figure 7-3).

The particle tracing simulation then proceeded to

compute the trajectory of the particle as subjected to FDEP and Fdrag, computed using
Equations (3-31) and (4-13), respectively.

The initial simulated trajectory yielded

ncellxf = 480.71 mm/s, which is significantly lower than the ncellxf corresponding to the
experimentally observed E{ncellx} - s{ncellx} profile, as reported in Table 9-4. As such,
the simulation was repeated with a lowered initial position of ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 3 )
mm. The n cell0 = 410.34 ax mm/s assumption was maintained, and < nmed > was recomputed as 985.80 ax mm/s. The second simulated trajectory yielded ncellxf = 578.22
mm/s, which is within the bounds of the ncellxf values corresponding to the experimentally
observed E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles, as reported in Table 9-4. Both the elapsed time t
and Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing:
(1) xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
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Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-11 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 9-10. Figure
9-11 shows that the simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile. Table 9-5 presents the corresponding %Dncellx analysis of this simulated
profile.

Figure 9-11: The simulated ncellx profile reasonably approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} profile of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Table 9-5: %Dncellx Analysis of Simulated n cellx Profile
of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

Simulation

410.33

578.22

%Dncellx
40.9

Table 9-5: %Dncellx analysis of simulated ncellx profile
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
Figure 9-12 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
The shape of Figure 9-12 suggests that the hcell0 = 3 mm assumption used within the
particle tracing simulation was slightly lower than experimentally observed. However,
the hcell0 = 3 mm assumption was necessary to obtain a simulated ncellx profile which was
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bounded by the experimental E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. This may indicate that the
experimentally observed Re{K} is within the interval -0.06 < Re{K} < 0. Curiously,
Figure 9-12 depicts a significantly larger DCMEA signature than those featured in Figure
9-7.

Figure 9-12: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 10 kHz.
9.2.C Analysis of fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz Data
Figure 9-13 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the

fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.
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Figure 9-13: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated (with a refined
brightness of 50) to analyze the captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the
DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-13, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file. The
MATLAB® program of Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 9-14 presents these
five xcell(t) profiles.

Figure 9-14: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
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The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-13 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each ncellx(t) profile
to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-15 presents
these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.

Figure 9-15: Experimental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 9-6 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
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Table 9-6: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

610.93

727.53

%Dncellx
19.1

2

472.63

625.91

32.4

3

435.81

522.67

19.9

4

590.61

750.39

27.1

5

364.92

454.87

24.6

E{ }

494.98

616.27

24.6

s{ }

104.29

127.74

5.5

Table 9-6: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 9-16 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 9-7 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 9-16: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
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Table 9-7: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

599.78

744.23

%Dncellx
24.1

E{ncellx}

494.98

616.27

24.5

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

390.19

488.31

16.4

Table 9-7: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
Notably, the 16.4-24.1% range of Table 9-7 is closer to the 5.0-7.7% range of
Table 9-2 than the 42.8-57.3% range of Table 9-4. These %Dncellx analyses thus imply
that the Re{K} associated with the experimentally observed FDEP when fDEP = 1 Vp 18
kHz is closer to 0.00 than -0.06.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 9-16. In an initial simulation, the particle was initially placed
at ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 494.98 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 9-6). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 754.26 ax
mm/s. Re{K} was assumed to be 0.00 (referring to Figure 7-3). The particle tracing
simulation then proceeded to compute the trajectory of the particle as subjected to Fdrag,
computed using Equation (4-13). Both the elapsed time t and Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted
along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1) xcell, hcell, and t; and (2)
xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-17 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 9-16. As
this simulation did not include FDEP, the simulated hcell and ncellx remained constant. The
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ncellxf = 494.94 mm/s of the simulated trajectory closely matches the ncellxf = 488.31 mm/s
of the E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}, confirming that the Re{K} associated with the experimentally
observed FDEP may not be entirely negligible, but is certainly closer to 0.00 than -0.06.

Figure 9-17: The simulated ncellx profile approximates the experimental
E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
Figure 9-18 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
Comparing the shape of Figure 9-18 to Figure 9-13 suggests that the hcell0 = 5 mm
assumption used within the particle tracing simulation was reasonable. Curiously, Figure
9-18 depicts a significantly larger DCMEA signature than those featured in Figure 9-7.
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Figure 9-18: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 1 Vp 18 kHz.
9.2.D Analysis of fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz Data
Figure 9-19 presents the five experimental DCMEA signatures selected from the

fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz dataset. Visual inspection of these DCMEA signatures suggests that
they correspond to low initial elevation crossings, with hcell0 on the order of 4-6 mm.

Figure 9-19: Experimental DCMEA signatures induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
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The Tracker 2.60 analysis of Section 6.3.A was then repeated (with a refined
brightness of 50) to analyze the captured MEA detection zone video corresponding to the
DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-19, yielding an xcell(t) dataset saved as a CSV file. The
MATLAB® program of Appendix D analyzes this CSV file. Figure 9-20 presents these
five xcell(t) profiles.

Figure 9-20: Experimental xcell(t) profiles of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D estimated the ncellx(t) profiles
corresponding to the DCMEA signatures of Figure 9-19 via the first-order backward finite
difference approximation. Linear interpolation was employed to fit each ncellx(t) profile
to a uniformly spaced xcell line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-21 presents
these fitted ncellx(xcell) profiles.
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Figure 9-21: Experiemental ncellx(xcell) profiles of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The initial ncellx, ncellx0, of each profile was estimated as the mean ncellx within the
-125 mm ≤ xcell ≤ -75 mm interval. The final ncellx, ncellxf, of each profile was estimated as
the mean ncellx within the 75 mm ≤ xcell ≤ 125 mm interval. The relative percent change in

ncellx, %Dncellx, is then estimated using ncellx0 and ncellxf. Table 9-8 summarizes the results
of this %Dncellx analysis.
Table 9-8: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental n cellx Profiles
of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

1

422.13

405.06

%Dncellx
-4.0

2

341.42

445.27

30.4

3

476.22

423.71

-11.0

4

459.15

304.85

-33.6

5

450.01

372.59

-17.2

E{ }

429.79

390.29

-7.1

s{ }

53.14

54.71

23.6

Table 9-8: %Dncellx analysis of experimental ncellx profiles
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
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The expectation and standard deviation of each of the ncellx profiles, E{ncellx} and

s{ncellx}, was then computed at each point along xcell. Figure 9-22 presents the computed
E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. Table 9-9 presents the corresponding %Dncellx
analysis of these three statistical profiles.

Figure 9-22: Experimental ncellx profile statistics of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
Table 9-9: %Dncellx Analysis of Experimental E{ ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
Profiles of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

E{ncellx} + s{ncellx}

515.88

471.00

%Dncellx
-8.7

E{ncellx}

429.79

390.29

-9.2

E{ncellx} - s{ncellx}

343.69

309.59

-6.6

Table 9-9: %Dncellx analysis of experimental E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx}
profiles of passing viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
The particle tracing simulation of Section 4.3 then attempted to reproduce the
E{ncellx} profile of Figure 9-22. In an initial simulation, the particle was initially placed
at ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 5 ) mm and given an initial velocity of n cell0 = 429.79 ax mm/s
(referring to Table 9-8). Equation (4-11) was employed to estimate < nmed > as 654.92 ax
mm/s. Re{K} was assumed to be 0.64 (referring to Figure 7-3). The particle tracing
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simulation then proceeded to compute the trajectory of the particle as subjected to FDEP
and Fdrag, computed using Equations (3-31) and (4-13), respectively.

In this initial

simulation, the particle adhered to the MEA. As such, the simulation was repeated with a
raised initial position of ( xcell0, hcell0 ) = ( -125, 9 ) mm. The n cell0 = 429.79 ax mm/s
assumption was maintained, and < nmed > was re-computed as 410.79 ax mm/s. In this
second simulation, the particle did not adhere to the MEA. Both the elapsed time t and
Eext2 / fRF2 were plotted along the computed trajectory, yielding text files containing: (1)
xcell, hcell, and t; and (2) xcell, hcell, and Eext2 / fRF2.
The MATLAB® program of Appendix D was re-run, with additional code for the
analysis of the particle tracing simulation executed. This additional code proceeds to
read in the text file containing the simulated xcell(t) profile. The corresponding ncellx(t)
profile was computed via the first-order backward finite difference approximation.
Linear interpolation was employed to fit this ncellx(t) profile to a uniformly spaced xcell
line spanning ±125 mm in 0.5 mm steps. Figure 9-23 presents this fitted ncellx(xcell) profile
along with the computed E{ncellx} and E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of Figure 9-22. Figure
9-23 shows that the simulated ncellx profile is bounded by the experimental E{ncellx} ±

s{ncellx} profiles.

Table 9-10 presents the corresponding %Dncellx analysis of this

simulated profile.
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Figure 9-23: The simulated ncellx profile is bounded by
the experimental E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles of passing
viable S. cerevisiae cells with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
Table 9-10: %Dncellx Analysis of Simulated n cellx Profile
of Passing Viable S. cerevisiae Cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz
Signature

ncellx0 [mm/s]

ncellxf [mm/s]

Simulation

429.80

346.58

%Dncellx
-19.4

Table 9-10: %Dncellx analysis of simulated ncellx profile
of passing viable S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
Figure 9-24 presents the DCMEA signature produced by scaling the simulated
Eext2(t) / fRF2 profile with the -3.28 x 10-26 F m2 scaling factor computed in Section 7.4.
The peak magnitude of Figure 9-24 is larger than the DCMEA signatures featured in Figure
9-19. Notably, the shape of Figure 9-24 suggests that the hcell0 = 9.0 mm assumption used
within the particle tracing simulation was higher than experimentally observed. However,
the hcell0 = 9.0 mm assumption was necessary to produce a simulated trajectory which was
bounded by the experimental E{ncellx} ± s{ncellx} profiles. This may indicate that the
experimentally observed Re{K} is within the interval 0 < Re{K} < 0.64. However, it is
worth noting that the error within the simulation as a result of neglecting the
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hydrodynamic lift force Flift is most prominent when the point particle is close to the
bottom of the microfluidic cross-channel subdomain.

Figure 9-24: Simulated DCMEA signature induced
by passing viable S. cerevisiae cell with fDEP = 0.5 Vp 100 kHz.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions & Recommended Future Work
The microflow cytometer presented in this work affords two independent methods
for simultaneously detecting the response of actuated biological particles (bioparticles):
(1) an optical assay, in which the change in the lateral velocity ncellx of passing
bioparticles is estimated from digital video of the microelectrode array (MEA) detection
zone; and (2) a capacitive cytometer, in which a capacitance sensor coupled to the MEA
produces a sense signal S proportional to the transient MEA capacitance perturbations
DCMEA induced by passing bioparticles.

Chapters 6, 8, and 9 demonstrated the

simultaneous operation of the microflow cytometer as both an optical assay and a
capacitive cytometer in the study of dielectrophoretically (DEP) actuated polystyrene
microspheres (PSS), heat shocked Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells, and viable S.
cerevisiae cells, respectively. In each case: (1) the initial bioparticle elevation hcell0 was
estimated by comparing the experimentally observed DCMEA signatures to the squared
external electric field magnitude to squared MEA potential, Eext2 / fRF2, plots simulated
using COMSOL® Multiphysics; and (2) the initial and final lateral bioparticle velocities,

ncellx0 and ncellxf, were estimated from the captured optical assay video. A particle tracing
simulation of the bioparticle trajectory, as subjected to the DEP actuation force FDEP and
the viscous fluid drag force Fdrag, was compared to the experimentally observed
bioparticle trajectories to verify the experimentally observed DEP spectrum. In each case,
the polarity and cross-over frequencies of the theoretically predicted DEP spectrum were
confirmed. However, obtaining a reasonable match when FDEP was not negligible often
required modifying hcell0 to the point that the shape of the simulated DCMEA signatures
differed from the experimentally observed DCMEA signatures. This may indicate that the
theoretically predicted values for the Clausius-Mossotti factor’s real part, Re{K}, (being
the frequency dependent factor within FDEP) as used within the particle tracing simulation
differs from experimental observations. However, it is worth noting that the error within
the particle tracing simulation as a result of neglecting the hydrodynamic lift force Flift is
most prominent when the simulated point particle is close to the bottom of the
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microfluidic cross-channel subdomain. As such, it is prudent to find a form for Flift
which affords incorporating both Flift and the gravitational force Fgrav into the particle
tracing simulation. Moreover, the peak magnitudes of the simulated DCMEA signatures
often differed from the experimentally observed DCMEA signatures. This may indicate
that a re-calibration of the microflow cytometer, as per Section 6.2, is required.
Although the capacitive sensor is implemented using bench scale electronics, it
could be miniaturized as a monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) and
integrated on-chip with the microflow cytometer. As such, this work essentially serves as
the developmental prototype of a capacitive cytometer with DEP actuation which could
be miniaturized and integrated on-chip as a laboratory-on-a-chip (LoC) or micro-totalanalysis-system (mTAS). The optical assay aspect of this microflow cytometer is merely
to provide an independent confirmation of the viability and experimental DEP response
of the actuated bioparticles. If Re{K} could be estimated from the experimental DCMEA
signatures alone, than the optical assay would not be required. The elimination of the
optical assay components would facilitate the eventual miniaturization and on-chip
integration of this microflow cytometer, as optical components are difficult to miniaturize
and integrate on-chip.

As such, it is prudent that algorithms be developed for the

inference of Re{K} from the experimental DCMEA data alone.
In this work, only PSS and S. cerevisiae cells were studied. If this work is to
serve as the developmental prototype of a microflow cytometer for biomedical
applications, it is necessary to demonstrate the applicability of our device in the analysis
of mammalian cells. To that end: my colleague Graham Ferrier is currently using the
microflow cytometer of this work to study the DCMEA signatures induced by DEP
actuated Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells transfected with the gene for human bInterferon (IFN-b). CHO cells are mammalian cells commonly used for transfection and
expression, and have been adopted as an industrial standard for large-scale recombinant
protein production [Thar08].

Moreover, a lighter, portable version of the apparatus

presented in Chapter 2 is being developed so that the microflow cytometer presented in
this work can be utilized to study biohazardous bioparticles in such locations as the
laboratories at Cancer Care Manitoba and the National Research Council’s (NRC)
Institute for Biodiagnostics.
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Appendix A:
User’s Guide to the GUI Controller Virtual Instrument
A.1

Data Acquisition Using GUI Controller
Before collecting data via the GUI Controller virtual instrument (VI), it is

necessary to run InstaCal32 to calibrate the PCI-DAS6034 data acquisition (DAQ) board.
As shown in Figure A-1, a short-cut to execute InstaCal is located on the desktop of the
host personal computer (PC) (step 1). Once InstaCal has been opened, “Board #0 – PCIDAS6034 (dev# 0)” must be selected (step 2). The “Board Calibration: PCI-DAS6034
(slot# 0)” dialog is then opened by clicking on the button labelled “OK A/D” (step 3).
Once opened, the dialog automatically begins to calibrate the DAQ board. Once the
“Board Calibration: PCI-DAS6034 (slot# 0)” dialog indicates that the calibration is
complete, click on the button labelled “OK”. The InstaCal32 window can now be closed.

Figure A-1: Steps to open InstaCal32 and calibrate the DAQ board.
Once the DAQ board has been calibrated, the GUI Controller VI can now be
executed. As shown in Figure A-2, a short-cut to execute LabVIEW® 7.1 and open the
GUI Controller VI is located on the host PC’s desktop (step 4). When first opened, the
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GUI Controller VI is in the “DAQ Ch 0-through-2 Stripcharts” tab. The GUI Controller
VI is to first be run by clicking on the button labelled with an arrow icon (step 5).

Figure A-2: Steps to open the GUI Controller VI and begin a DAQ session.
Before beginning a given DAQ session, the user is free to specify: (i) the header
fields that are to be appended to each backlogged comma separated value (CSV) file
generated during the said DAQ session, via the various associated controls; (ii) the rate at
which the DAQ board samples the three channels, via the “DAQ Sampling Rate / Ch
[S/s]” numerical control; and (iii) the dynamic rage of the DAQ board’s internal analogto-digital converter (ADC), via the “DAQ ADC Range” droplist control (step 6). By
default, “DAQ Sampling Rate / Ch [S/s]” is set to 1 kS/s/Ch and “DAQ ADC Range” is
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set to ±10 V. Unlike “DAQ Sampling Rate / Ch [S/s]” and “DAQ ADC Range”: the
various header fields neither control nor read any peripheral devices; their values are
specified manually by the user. Moreover, the user is free to leave the header fields
unspecified and to disregard them during analysis of the backlogged CSV files.
When the GUI Controller VI is first run, the button to begin a DAQ session
(labelled “START DAQ”) is disabled. The “START DAQ” button will remain disabled
until the user specifies a “Base of Current File Name” field (step 7) which is neither an
empty string nor “please enter name”.

Notably, any trailing white space within a

specified “Base of Current File Name” string will be removed. Although the “Base of
Current File Name” string is case sensitive, the check to determine whether or not the
“Base of Current File Name” string is “please enter name” is case insensitive. Once a
suitable “Base of Current File Name” string has been provided by the user, the “START
DAQ” button will be enabled. Notably, the user may have to click on a point outside of
the “Base of Current File Name” field to enable the “START DAQ” button after
specifying a “Base of Current File Name” string. The user may now initiate a DAQ
session by clicking on the button labelled “START DAQ” (step 8). The GUI Controller
VI then begins to concurrently sample the three differential-input channels (as described
in Section 2.7). Each of the three sampled channels are displayed as real-time stripcharts
within the waveform charts immediately below the header field controls. Notably, the
user may notice that the initial seconds of data are immediately reproduced within the
stripcharts. This anomalous behaviour only occurs during the immediate start of a given
DAQ session, and the user need not be concerned that data is being erroneously
reproduced beyond the first few seconds of a given DAQ session.
The three concurrent stripcharts are also simultaneously backlogged as a
sequence of 30 s long CSV files.

These CSV files are saved within the directory

specified by the “Base of Current File Name” string. If this directory did not exist at the
start of the DAQ session, the GUI Controller VI created it within the directory
immediately prior to the directory containing the GUI Controller VI. These CSV files
are given the name specified by the “Base of Current File Name” string, as concatenated
with the current date and system time of the host PC at the time that the first datum point
within the given CSV file was sampled. The start time of the current file to which the
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stripcharts are being written to is displayed within the “Start Time of Current File”
indicator below the “Base of Current File Name” control. The name of the current file to
which the stripcharts are being written to is displayed within the “Current File Name”
indicator below the “Start Time of Current File” indicator.
The moment that the user depressed the “START DAQ” button to initiate a DAQ
session, this button became re-labelled as the “STOP DAQ” button, as shown in Figure
A-3. During a DAQ session, the “STOP DAQ” button is the only enabled control within
the GUI Controller VI. To stop a given DAQ session, the user must click on the “STOP
DAQ” button (step 9). The DAQ board will then cease to sample the three channels and
the various controls within the GUI Controller VI shall become enabled. The user is then
free to cease execution of the GUI Controller VI by depressing the button labelled with a
stop sign at the top left of the VI (step 10). It should be noted that the stop sign button
should not be depressed before the “STOP DAQ” button has been used to terminate the
DAQ session, as this would require that the host PC be rebooted before the DAQ board
can sample data again.
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Figure A-3: Steps to end a DAQ session
and cease execution of the GUI Controller VI.

A.2

Displaying Backlogged Data Using GUI Controller
As shown in Figure A-4, the GUI Controller VI posses a second tab, labelled

“Load and View Backlogged Ch 0-through-2 Stripcharts”. In this tab, the user may
examine the backlogged CSV files of an earlier DAQ session. To do so, the user first
depresses the button labelled “LOAD DATA FROM .CSV FILE” to open a dialog in
which the CSV file to be displayed is selected. Once a given CSV file has been selected,
the three stripcharts are displayed in the bottom center of the VI and the header is
displayed in the various indicators above and to the left of the stripcharts. The user may
select another CSV file by once again using the “LOAD DATA FROM .CSV FILE”
button, or by using the “LOAD PREV. FILE” and “LOAD NEXT FILE” buttons to the
right of the stripcharts.

The “LOAD PREV. FILE” button loads the CSV file
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immediately prior to the currently displayed CSV file within the same directory. The
“LOAD NEXT FILE” button loads the CSV file immediately after the currently
displayed CSV file within the same directory.

These buttons should automatically

become disabled when there is no previous or next file to display, respectively. Notably,
a dialog requesting that a file be selected may appear once either “LOAD PREV. FILE”
or “LOAD NEXT FILE” are depressed. This is indicative of a fatal error, which requires
that LabVIEW® be closed.

Figure A-4: Loading backlogged CSV file using the GUI Controller VI.
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Appendix B:
User’s Guide to the
Event Parser & Analyzer Virtual Instrument
B.1

Parsing Backlogged Data Using Event Parser & Analyzer
As shown in Figure B-1, a short-cut to execute LabVIEW® 7.1 and open the Event

Parser & Analyzer virtual instrument (VI) is located on the desktop of the host personal
computer (PC) (step 1). The Event Parser & Analyzer VI is to first be run by clicking on
the button labelled with an arrow icon (step 2).

Figure B-1: Steps to open the Event Parser & Analyzer VI, display
a backlogged CSV file, and parse out events from the displayed CSV file.
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To parse out events from a single comma separated value (CSV) file, the user first
depresses the button labelled “LOAD DATA FROM .CSV FILE” to open a dialog in
which the CSV file to be displayed is selected (step 3). Once a given CSV file has been
selected, the Channel 0 stripchart is displayed in the waveform graph in the center of the
VI. The “Currently Viewed File Header” tab at the bottom of the VI displays all of the
header information associated with the currently displayed CSV file. The user may select
another CSV file by once again using the “LOAD DATA FROM .CSV FILE” button, or
by using the “LOAD PREV. FILE” and “LOAD NEXT FILE” buttons to the right of the
stripchart. The “LOAD PREV. FILE” button loads the CSV file immediately prior to the
currently displayed CSV file within the same directory. The “LOAD NEXT FILE”
button loads the CSV file immediately after the currently displayed CSV file within the
same directory. These buttons should automatically become disabled when there is no
previous or next file to display, respectively. Notably, a dialog requesting that a file be
selected may appear once either “LOAD PREV. FILE” or “LOAD NEXT FILE” are
depressed. This is indicative of a fatal error, which requires that LabVIEW® be closed.
To parse out events from the currently displayed CSV file, the user must confirm
that the “Threshold Basis” droplist control is set to “User-Specified” and specify the
various numerical controls within the “Constant User-Specified Threshold Parameters”
tab (step 4). The user is then to begin an event scan of the currently displayed Channel 0
stripchart by depressing the “BEGIN EVENT SCAN OF CURRENTLY DISPLAYED
FILE” button (step 5). Once this button is depressed, the currently displayed Channel 0
stripchart is scanned from start to finish.

When the currently displayed Channel 0

stripchart either drops below the lower threshold specified within the “Lower Threshold
[V]” control or rises above the upper threshold specified within the “Upper Threshold
[V]” control, the time of the threshold crossing is noted as t0. When the currently
displayed Channel 0 stripchart subsequently rises above the lower threshold or drops
below the upper threshold, this second threshold crossing time is noted as tf. If the
duration between these two threshold crossing times is not less than the minimum
acceptable duration specified within the “Min. Accept. Duration [ms]” control, then the
data between these two threshold crossings has been identified as an event to be parsed.
The currently displayed Channel 0 stripchart data from t0 – tpad to tf + tpad, where tpad is
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the pre/post-event padding specified within the “Pre/Post-Event Padding [ms]” control, is
then written as a new CSV file within a new directory called “Single Events” created in
the same directory as the currently displayed CSV file. Once the scan of the currently
displayed Channel 0 stripchart is complete, a dialog appears indicating the number of
detected events. (It should be noted that the displayed count may be erroneous.)
As an alternative to the user-specified upper and lower thresholds, the user could
set the “Threshold Basis” droplist to “Data-Specified” and have the upper and lower
threshold be computed using the median and population standard deviation of the
currently displayed Channel 0 stripchart. If this option is selected, then the upper and
lower thresholds are set to the median of the currently displayed Channel 0 stripchart ± a
computed deviation, respectively. This deviation is computed as the population standard
deviation of the currently displayed Channel 0 stripchart as scaled by a multiplicative
factor specified via the “X of Threshold = Median +/- X*Sigma” control within the
“Variable Data-Specified Threshold Parameters” tab. Once the “BEGIN EVENT SCAN
OF CURRENTLY DISPLAYED FILE” button is depressed, the currently displayed
Channel 0 stripchart is scanned from start to finish to identify threshold crossings in the
same manner as described above. However, in addition to the minimum acceptable
duration requirement, the computed deviation must also exceed a minimum acceptable
deviation before a pair of threshold crossings is considered to be a detected event. This
minimum acceptable deviation is specified using the “Min. Acceptable |X*Sigma| [V]”
control within the “Variable Data-Specified Threshold Parameters” tab. Moreover, the
user must specify the minimum acceptable duration using the “Min. Acceptable Duration
[ms]” control within the “Variable Data-Specified Threshold Parameters” tab. To assist
the user in selecting appropriate values for the “X of Threshold = Median +/- X*Sigma”
and “Min. Acceptable |X*Sigma| [V]” controls, the median, mean, and population
standard deviation of the currently displayed Channel 0 stripchart are provided in the
indicators to the left of the Channel 0 stripchart.
As an alternative to scanning the currently displayed Channel 0 stripchart, the
user can scan each CSV file within a given directory by depressing the “BEGIN EVENT
SCAN OF A FULL DAQ SESSION” button. Once this button is depressed, a dialog
appears asking the user to select the directory containing the CSV files to scan. Once the
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directory has been selected, each file is scanned in the same manner as discussed above
for a single CSV file. The progress of the scan is indicated in the “CURRENT STATE”
indicator at the top of the VI. Once the scan of the CSV files is complete, a dialog
appears indicating the number of detected events. (It should be noted that the displayed
count may be erroneous.)

B.2

Analyzing Backlogged Data Using Event Parser & Analyzer
The user can examine the amplitude and phase spectra of the currently displayed

Channel 0 stripchart’s Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) by selecting the “FFT Analyzer” tab
at the bottom of the VI. Moreover, the user can save the amplitude and phase FFT
spectra as a new CSV file by depressing the “SAVE FFT DATA TO .CSV FILE” button.
This new CSV file is given the same file name as the currently displayed CSV file, with
the prefix “FFT of ”. This new CSV file is saved within a new directory called “Single
Events” created in the same directory as the currently displayed CSV file.
By selecting the “Amplitude VS FWHM” tab at the bottom of the VI, the user can
generate a chart plotting the peak amplitude of a set of parsed events versus the full width
half maximum (FWHM) of the said events. Once the user depresses the “CREATE
AMPLITUDE VS FWHM CHART” button, a dialog appears prompting the user to select
the directory containing the parsed events to be analyzed. It is assumed that each CSV
file within the selected directory contains a single parsed event. Moreover, any and all
subdirectories within the selected directory are ignored. A graph within the “Amplitude
VS FWHM” tab then plots the peak amplitude versus FWHM of each CSV file within the
selected directory. The file name, duration (between the threshold crossings originally
used to parse the file), peak amplitude, and FWHM of each point within the graph are
displayed to the right of the graph. Moreover, a new CSV file is saved containing the
displayed data. This CSV is named “Amplitude VS FWHM Data”, and is saved within a
new subdirectory called “Characteristic Data” within the directory containing the
analyzed CSV files.
By selecting the “Right Triangle Correlation” tab at the bottom of the VI, the user
can analyze a directory containing parsed CSV files using a correlation based algorithm.
Once the user depresses the “COMPUTE RIGHT TRIANGLE CORRELATIONS”
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button, a dialog appears prompting the user to select the directory containing the parsed
events to be analyzed. It is assumed that each CSV file within the selected directory
contains a single parsed event. Moreover, any and all subdirectories within the selected
directory are ignored. Each CSV file within the selected directory is correlated with a
positively slopped linear ramp of a height and duration matched to the given CSV file,
yielding the cinc correlation coefficient. Each CSV file within the selected directory is
also correlated with a negatively slopped linear ramp of a height and duration matched to
the given CSV file, yielding the cdec correlation coefficient. The following test parameter
is then computed for each CSV file:

tp corr =

cinc - c dec
cinc + c dec

(B-1)

A graph within the “Right Triangle Correlation” tab then plots a histogram
displaying the number of occurrences of each tpcorr value computed for each CSV file
within the selected directory using Equation (B-1). The file name, cinc, cdec, and tpcorr of
each point within the graph are displayed to the right of the graph. New CSV files
containing the displayed data and the histogram are saved. The CSV file containing the
displayed data is named “Right Triangle Coefficients”. The CSV file containing the
histogram is named “Diff Over Sum Correlation Histogram”. Both CSV files are saved
within a new subdirectory called “Characteristic Data” within the directory containing the
analyzed CSV files.
By selecting the “Centroid Analysis” tab at the bottom of the VI, the user can
analyze a directory containing parsed CSV files using an area-under-the-curve based
algorithm. Once the user depresses the “EXECUTE CENTROID ANALYSIS OF Ch 0
STRIPCHART” button, a dialog appears prompting the user to select the directory
containing the parsed events to be analyzed. It is assumed that each CSV file within the
selected directory contains a single parsed event. Moreover, any and all subdirectories
within the selected directory are ignored. Each CSV file within the selected directory is
read in and copied by the VI. This internal copy is shifted so that no element is below
zero. The area under the left-side of the curve, ALHS, from t0 to (tf – t0)/2 is then computed.
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The area under the right-side of the curve, ARHS, from (tf – t0)/2 to tf is also computed.
The following test parameter is then computed for each CSV file:
ARHS - ALHS

tp area =

ARHS + ALHS

(B-2)

A graph within the “Centroid Analysis” tab then plots a histogram displaying the
number of occurrences of each tparea value computed for each CSV file within the
selected directory using Equation (B-2). The file name, ALHS, ARHS, and tparea of each
point within the graph are displayed to the right of the graph. New CSV files containing
the displayed data and the histogram are saved. The CSV file containing the displayed
data is named “LHS and RHS Areas”. The CSV file containing the histogram is named
“Diff Over Sum Centroid Histogram”.

Both CSV files are saved within a new

subdirectory called “Characteristic Data” within the directory containing the analyzed
CSV files.
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Appendix C:
MATLAB® Code for the Computation
of Dielectrophoretic Spectra
C.1

Theoretical Polystyrene Microsphere Dielectrophoretic Spectra

% PSS_DEP_Spectra.m
% Written by Sean Forrest Romanuik
% Aug. 24, 2009
% Dept of Electrical & Computer Engineering - University of Manitoba
clear all
close all
clc
% =====================================================================
% UNIVERSAL CONSTANT INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
eps_0 = 8.854e-12;
j = sqrt(-1);

% permittivity of free space [F/m]
% unit imaginary number

% =====================================================================
% FREQUENCY VARIABLE INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
f = 10.^(0.1:0.001:10);
w = (2*pi).*f;

% radial frequency [Hz]
% angular frequency [rad/s]

% =====================================================================
% FLUID MEDIUM INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
eps_prime_fm = 78*eps_0;
cond_DI_H2O = 18e-4;
cond_meth_blue = 33.4e-4;

% real abs. fluid permittivity [F/m]
% DI H2O conductivity [S/m]
% diluted meth blue conductivity [S/m]

% complex abs. DI H2O permittivity [F/m]
eps_bar_DI_H2O = eps_prime_fm - j.*cond_DI_H2O./w;
% complex abs. diluted meth blue permittivity [F/m]
eps_bar_meth_blue = eps_prime_fm - j.*cond_meth_blue./w;
% =====================================================================
% PSS INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
eps_prime_pss = 2.5*eps_0;
cond_pss = 2e-4;

% real abs. PSS permittivity [F/m]
% PSS conductivity [S/m]
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% complex abs. PSS permittivity [F/m]
eps_bar_pss = eps_prime_pss - j.*cond_pss./w;
% =====================================================================
% Re{K} CALCULATION
% =====================================================================
K_bar_DI_H2O = ( eps_bar_pss - eps_bar_DI_H2O ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_pss + 2.*eps_bar_DI_H2O );
Re_K_bar_DI_H2O = real(K_bar_DI_H2O);
K_bar_meth_blue = ( eps_bar_pss - eps_bar_meth_blue ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_pss + 2.*eps_bar_meth_blue );
Re_K_bar_meth_blue = real(K_bar_meth_blue);
% =====================================================================
% Re{K} PLOTTING
% =====================================================================
plot(log10(f),Re_K_bar_DI_H2O,'color','r');
hold on
plot(log10(f),Re_K_bar_meth_blue,'color','b');
xlabel('log_1_0 | \itf\rm / Hz |')
ylabel('Re\{\itK\rm\}')
title('PSS DEP Spectra')
legend('DI H_2O','Diluted Meth Blue Soln')
% save('C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My
Documents\MSc\Thesis\Yeast DEP
Sim\NV_DEP.txt','freq','Re_K_bar_nonvia','-ASCII','-double', '-tabs')

C.2

Theoretical Saccharomyces cerevisiae Dielectrophoretic Spectra

% Yeast_DEP_Spectra.m
% Written by Sean Forrest Romanuik
% Aug. 24, 2009
% Dept of Electrical & Computer Engineering - University of Manitoba
clear all
close all
clc
% =====================================================================
% UNIVERSAL CONSTANT INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
eps_0 = 8.854e-12;
j = sqrt(-1);

% permittivity of free space [F/m]
% unit imaginary number

% =====================================================================
% FREQUENCY VARIABLE INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
f = 10.^(0.1:0.001:10);
w = (2*pi).*f;

% radial frequency [Hz]
% angular frequency [rad/s]
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% =====================================================================
% FLUID MEDIUM INITIALIZATION
% =====================================================================
eps_prime_fm = 78*eps_0;
cond_fm = 33.4e-4;

% real abs. fluid permittivity [F/m]
% fluid conductivity [S/m]

% complex abs. fluid permittivity [F/m]
eps_bar_fm = eps_prime_fm - j.*cond_fm./w;
% =====================================================================
% VIABLE YEAST COMPUTATIONS
% =====================================================================
% yeast
r_cyt =
d_mem =
d_pss =
d_icw =
d_ocw =

cell dimensions [m]
3e-6;
% cytoplasmic sphere radius
3.5e-9;
% cytoplasmic membrane thickness
25e-9;
% periplasmic space thickness
110e-9;
% inner cell wall thickness
50e-9;
% inner cell wall thickness

% yeast cell real absolute permittivities [F/m]
eps_prime_cyt = 51*eps_0;
% cytoplasmic sphere
eps_prime_mem = 3*eps_0;
% cytoplasmic membrane
eps_prime_pss = 14.4*eps_0; % periplasmic space
eps_prime_icw = 60*eps_0;
% inner cell wall
eps_prime_ocw = 5.9*eps_0; % outer cell wall
% yeast cell conductivities
cond_cyt = 12000e-4;
cond_mem = 0.0302e-4;
cond_pss = 41e-4;
cond_icw = 30.4322e-5;
cond_ocw = 200e-4;

[S/m]
% cytoplasmic sphere
% cytoplasmic membrane
% periplasmic space
% inner cell wall
% outer cell wall

% yeast cell complex absolute
eps_bar_cyt = eps_prime_cyt eps_bar_mem = eps_prime_mem eps_bar_pss = eps_prime_pss eps_bar_icw = eps_prime_icw eps_bar_ocw = eps_prime_ocw -

permittivities [F/m]
j.*cond_cyt./w; % cytoplasmic sphere
j.*cond_mem./w; % plasma membrane
j.*cond_pss./w; % periplasmic space
j.*cond_icw./w; % inner cell wall
j.*cond_ocw./w; % outer cell wall

% combine the cytoplasmic sphere & the plasma
% membrane into equivalent homogeneous sphere a
a = ( r_cyt + d_mem ) / r_cyt;
K_bar_a = ( eps_bar_cyt - eps_bar_mem ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_cyt + 2.*eps_bar_mem );
eps_bar_a = eps_bar_mem .* ( a^3 + 2.*K_bar_a ) ./ ( a^3 - K_bar_a );
% combine sphere a & the periplasmic space
% layer into equivalent homogeneous sphere b
b = ( a + d_pss ) / a;
K_bar_b = ( eps_bar_a - eps_bar_pss ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_a + 2.*eps_bar_pss );
eps_bar_b = eps_bar_pss .* ( b^3 + 2.*K_bar_b ) ./ ( b^3 - K_bar_b );
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% combine sphere b & the inner cell
% wall into equivalent homogeneous sphere c
c = ( b + d_icw ) / b;
K_bar_c = ( eps_bar_b - eps_bar_icw ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_b + 2.*eps_bar_icw );
eps_bar_c = eps_bar_icw .* ( c^3 + 2.*K_bar_c ) ./ ( c^3 - K_bar_c );
% combine sphere c & the outer cell wall into
% equivalent homogeneous sphere d (the final sphere)
d = ( c + d_ocw ) / c;
K_bar_d = ( eps_bar_c - eps_bar_ocw ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_c + 2.*eps_bar_ocw );
eps_bar_d = eps_bar_ocw .* ( d^3 + 2.*K_bar_d ) ...
./ ( d^3 - K_bar_d );
% compute the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor & its real part
K_bar_via = ( eps_bar_d - eps_bar_fm ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_d + 2.*eps_bar_fm );
Re_K_bar_via = real(K_bar_via);
% estimate the cross-over frequencies
i_co1 = find( abs(Re_K_bar_via)<0.0002, 1, 'first' );
i_co2 = find( abs(Re_K_bar_via)<0.0002, 1, 'last' );
disp('Viable DEP Spectrum Cross-Over Frequencies [GHz]:')
f_co1 = f(i_co1)
f_co2 = f(i_co2)
% compute and display the approximated RF features
% under the cytoplasmic simplification
disp('1st-Order Approx. of Viable DEP Spectrum Features:')
K_inf = ( eps_prime_cyt - eps_prime_fm ) ./ ( eps_prime_cyt +
2.*eps_prime_fm )
tau_prime_MW2 = ( eps_prime_cyt + 2.*eps_prime_fm ) ./ ( cond_cyt +
2.*cond_fm );
f_prime_MW2 = 1./(2.*pi.*tau_prime_MW2)
Re_K_MF = ( cond_cyt - cond_fm ) ./ ( cond_cyt + 2.*cond_fm )
% =====================================================================
% NONVIABLE YEAST COMPUTATIONS
% =====================================================================
% yeast cell dimensions [m]
r_cyt = 3e-6;
d_mem = 3.5e-9;
d_cw = 110e-9;

% cytoplasmic sphere radius
% cytoplasmic membrane thickness
% inner cell wall thickness

% yeast cell real absolute permittivities [F/m]
eps_prime_cyt = 51*eps_0;
% cytoplasmic sphere
eps_prime_mem = 6*eps_0;
% cytoplasmic membrane
eps_prime_cw = 60*eps_0;
% cell wall
% yeast cell conductivities [S/m]
cond_cyt = 100e-4;
% cytoplasmic sphere
cond_mem = 0.1e-4;
% cytoplasmic membrane
cond_cw = 300e-4;
% cell wall
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% yeast cell complex absolute permittivities [F/m]
eps_bar_cyt = eps_prime_cyt - j.*cond_cyt./w; % cytoplasmic sphere
eps_bar_mem = eps_prime_mem - j.*cond_mem./w; % cytoplasmic membrane
eps_bar_cw = eps_prime_cw - j.*cond_cw./w;
% cell wall
% combine the cytoplasmic sphere & the plasma
% membrane into equivalent homogeneous sphere a
a = ( r_cyt + d_mem ) / r_cyt;
K_bar_a = ( eps_bar_cyt - eps_bar_mem ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_cyt + 2.*eps_bar_mem );
eps_bar_a = eps_bar_mem .* ( a^3 + 2.*K_bar_a ) ...
./ ( a^3 - K_bar_a );
% combine sphere a & the outer cell wall into
% equivalent homogenoeus sphere b (the final sphere)
b = ( a + d_cw ) / a;
K_bar_b = ( eps_bar_a - eps_bar_cw ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_a + 2.*eps_bar_cw );
eps_bar_b = eps_bar_cw .* ( b^3 + 2.*K_bar_b ) ...
./ ( b^3 - K_bar_b );
% compute the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor & its real part
K_bar_nonvia = ( eps_bar_b - eps_bar_fm ) ...
./ ( eps_bar_b + 2.*eps_bar_fm );
Re_K_bar_nonvia = real(K_bar_nonvia);
% estimate the cross-over frequency
i_co = find( abs(Re_K_bar_nonvia)<0.0002, 1, 'last' );
disp('Nonviable DEP Spectrum Cross-Over Frequency [GHz]:')
f_2 = f(i_co)
% compute and display the approximated RF features
% under the cytoplasmic simplification
disp('1st-Order Approx. of Nonviable DEP Spectrum Features:')
K_inf = ( eps_prime_cyt - eps_prime_fm ) ./ ( eps_prime_cyt +
2.*eps_prime_fm )
tau_prime_MW2 = ( eps_prime_cyt + 2.*eps_prime_fm ) ./ ( cond_cyt +
2.*cond_fm );
f_prime_MW2 = 1./(2.*pi.*tau_prime_MW2)
Re_K_MF = ( cond_cyt - cond_fm ) ./ ( cond_cyt + 2.*cond_fm )
% =====================================================================
% DEP Spectra Plotting
% =====================================================================
% plot the real part of the complex Clausius-Mossotti factor
plot(log10(f),Re_K_bar_via,'color','b');
hold on
plot(log10(f),Re_K_bar_nonvia,'color','r');
xlabel('log_1_0 | \itf\rm / Hz |')
ylabel('Re\{\itK\rm\}')
title('Yeast DEP Spectrum')
legend('Viable','Nonviable')
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Appendix D:
MATLAB® Code for the Lateral Cellular
Velocity Analysis of Detected Bioparticles
% Tracker_Data_Analysis_with_Sim_Comp.m
% Written by Sean Forrest Romanuik
% Aug. 24, 2009
% Dept of Electrical & Computer Engineering - University of Manitoba
clc
clear all
close all
% =====================================================================
% GLOBAL VARIABLES
% =====================================================================
% Boolean controls
inc_sim = 0; % Include COMSOL simulation data
is_PSS = 0; % Selects the scaling factor convert E^2 into dC
if inc_sim == 1
% =================================================================
% READ IN COMSOL SIMULATION DATA FROM TEXT FILES
% =================================================================
% Read data from the COMSOL-generated files
[x_data,y_data,partt_data] = textread('C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\My Documents\MSc\Unheated Yeast
ms\COMSOL Sims\Viable Yeast - 1 Vpp 100 kHz DEP - 9 um
t.txt','%f %f %f','headerlines',13);
[x_data,y_data,E2_data] = textread('C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\My Documents\MSc\Unheated Yeast
ms\COMSOL Sims\Viable Yeast - 1 Vpp 100 kHz DEP - 9 um
E^2.txt','%f %f %f','headerlines',13);

Assay\400
h0 Assay\400
h0 -

% Read data from COMSOL-generated files every d_data points,
% skipping over the headers and channel boundary data
d_data = 1000;
x_sim = x_data(1:d_data:end).*1e6;
t_sim = partt_data(1:d_data:end);
if is_PSS == 1
dC_sim = E2_data(1:d_data:end).*-9.54E-8;
else
dC_sim = E2_data(1:d_data:end).*-3.28E-8;
end
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end
% =====================================================================
% READ IN x(t) TRACKER DATA FROM CSV FILE
% =====================================================================
exp_data = csvread('C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My
Documents\MSc\PSS Assay\400 ms\PSS Lateral Velocities Baseline.csv',1,0);
t1 = exp_data(:,1);
t1 = t1(1:find(abs(t1)>0,1,'last'));
x1 = exp_data(:,2);
x1 = x1(1:find(abs(x1)>0,1,'last'));
t2 = exp_data(:,3);
t2 = t2(1:find(abs(t2)>0,1,'last'));
x2 = exp_data(:,4);
x2 = x2(1:find(abs(x2)>0,1,'last'));
t3 = exp_data(:,5);
t3 = t3(1:find(abs(t3)>0,1,'last'));
x3 = exp_data(:,6);
x3 = x3(1:find(abs(x3)>0,1,'last'));
t4 = exp_data(:,7);
t4 = t4(1:find(abs(t4)>0,1,'last'));
x4 = exp_data(:,8);
x4 = x4(1:find(abs(x4)>0,1,'last'));
t5 = exp_data(:,9);
t5 = t5(1:find(abs(t5)>0,1,'last'));
x5 = exp_data(:,10);
x5 = x5(1:find(abs(x5)>0,1,'last'));
% =====================================================================
% COMPUTE v(t)
% =====================================================================
if inc_sim == 1
v_sim = diff(x_sim)./diff(t_sim);
end
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5

=
=
=
=
=

diff(x1)./diff(t1);
diff(x2)./diff(t2);
diff(x3)./diff(t3);
diff(x4)./diff(t4);
diff(x5)./diff(t5);
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% =====================================================================
% FIT v(t) TO A UNIFORMLY SPACED x-AXIS
% =====================================================================
xi = -125:0.5:125;
if inc_sim == 1
v_sim_i = interp1(x_sim(2:end),v_sim,xi);
end
v1i
v2i
v3i
v4i
v5i

=
=
=
=
=

interp1(x1(2:end),v1,xi);
interp1(x2(2:end),v2,xi);
interp1(x3(2:end),v3,xi);
interp1(x4(2:end),v4,xi);
interp1(x5(2:end),v5,xi);

% =====================================================================
% COMPUTE THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF v(x) AT EACH x POINT
% =====================================================================
v_mean = zeros(1,length(xi));
v_std = zeros(1,length(xi));
for i = 1:length(xi)
v_mean(i) = nanmean( [ v1i(i), v2i(i), v3i(i), v4i(i), v5i(i) ] );
v_std(i) = nanstd( [ v1i(i), v2i(i), v3i(i), v4i(i), v5i(i) ] );
end
% =====================================================================
% COMPUTE THE RELATIVE PERCENT CHANGE IN v AFTER CROSSING THE MEA
% =====================================================================
% define initial lateral velocity as the mean lateral velocity
% within the x = [ -125, -75 ] um interval
% define final lateral velocity as the mean lateral velocity
% within the x = [ 75, 125 ] um interval
v1i_0 = nanmean( v1i(1:101) )
v1i_f = nanmean( v1i(401:end) )
v1i_rpc = 100 * ( v1i_f - v1i_0 ) / v1i_0
v2i_0 = nanmean( v2i(1:101) )
v2i_f = nanmean( v2i(401:end) )
v2i_rpc = 100 * ( v2i_f - v2i_0 ) / v2i_0
v3i_0 = nanmean( v3i(1:101) )
v3i_f = nanmean( v3i(401:end) )
v3i_rpc = 100 * ( v3i_f - v3i_0 ) / v3i_0
v4i_0 = nanmean( v4i(1:101) )
v4i_f = nanmean( v4i(401:end) )
v4i_rpc = 100 * ( v4i_f - v4i_0 ) / v4i_0
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v5i_0 = nanmean( v5i(1:101) )
v5i_f = nanmean( v5i(401:end) )
v5i_rpc = 100 * ( v5i_f - v5i_0 ) / v5i_0
mean_vi_0 = nanmean( [ v1i_0, v2i_0, v3i_0, v4i_0, v5i_0 ] )
std_vi_0 = nanstd( [ v1i_0, v2i_0, v3i_0, v4i_0, v5i_0 ] )
mean_vi_f = nanmean( [ v1i_f, v2i_f, v3i_f, v4i_f, v5i_f ] )
std_vi_f = nanstd( [ v1i_f, v2i_f, v3i_f, v4i_f, v5i_f ] )
mean_vi_rpc = nanmean( [ v1i_rpc, v2i_rpc, ...
v3i_rpc, v4i_rpc, v5i_rpc ] )
std_vi_rpc = nanstd( [ v1i_rpc, v2i_rpc, v3i_rpc, v4i_rpc, v5i_rpc ] )
v_mu_plus_std_0 = nanmean( v_mean(1:101) + v_std(1:101) )
v_mu_plus_std_f = nanmean( v_mean(401:end) + v_std(401:end) )
v_mu_plus_std_rpc = 100 * ( v_mu_plus_std_f - v_mu_plus_std_0 ) /
v_mu_plus_std_0
v_mu_0 = nanmean( v_mean(1:101) )
v_mu_f = nanmean( v_mean(401:end) )
v_mu_rpc = 100 * ( v_mu_f - v_mu_0 ) / v_mu_0
v_mu_minus_std_0 = nanmean( v_mean(1:101) - v_std(1:101) )
v_mu_minus_std_f = nanmean( v_mean(401:end) - v_std(401:end) )
v_mu_minus_std_rpc = 100 * ( v_mu_minus_std_f - v_mu_minus_std_0 ) /
v_mu_plus_std_0
if inc_sim ==
v_sim_0 =
v_sim_f =
v_sim_rpc
end

1
nanmean( v_sim_i(1:101) )
nanmean( v_sim_i(401:end) )
= 100 * ( v_sim_f - v_sim_0 ) / v_sim_0

% =====================================================================
% PLOT EXP. x(t), v(x), v(x) STATISTICS & SIM. v(x) & dC(t)
% =====================================================================
plot(t1,x1,'b')
hold on
plot(t2,x2,'g')
plot(t3,x3,'r')
plot(t4,x4,'m')
plot(t5,x5,'c')
ylabel('x_c_e_l_l [\mum]')
xlabel('t [s]')
title('Lateral Position Profiles')
legend('Exp. #1','Exp. #2','Exp. #3','Exp. #4','Exp. #5')
hold off
figure
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plot(xi,v1i,'b')
hold on
plot(xi,v2i,'g')
plot(xi,v3i,'r')
plot(xi,v4i,'m')
plot(xi,v5i,'c')
ylabel('\nu_c_x [\mum/s]')
xlabel('x [\mum]')
title('Lateral Velocity Profiles')
legend('Exp. #1','Exp. #2','Exp. #3','Exp. #4','Exp. #5')
if inc_sim == 1
hold off
figure
plot(xi,v_mean,'b')
hold on
plot(xi,v_mean+v_std,'r')
plot(xi,v_mean-v_std,'m')
plot(xi,v_sim_i,'g')
ylabel('\nu_c_x [\mum/s]')
xlabel('x [\mum]')
title('Lateral Velocity Profile Statistics with Simulation')
legend('Mean','Mean + Std. Dev.','Mean - Std. Dev.','Sim')
hold off
figure
plot(t_sim,dC_sim,'b')
ylabel('\DeltaC_M_E_A [aF]')
xlabel('t [s]')
title('Simulated dC Signature')
else
hold off
figure
plot(xi,v_mean,'b')
hold on
plot(xi,v_mean+v_std,'r')
plot(xi,v_mean-v_std,'m')
ylabel('\nu_c_x [\mum/s]')
xlabel('x [\mum]')
title('Lateral Velocity Profile Statistics')
legend('Mean','Mean + Std. Dev.','Mean - Std. Dev.')
end
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